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Abstract 

 

 
Unlike the past that used as a mere propaganda tool, the 

contemporary China’s film industry has started to accept the 

commercialization and market values from the opening of country in 1978. 

This arrangement has brought the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) two 

paradoxical challenges that is difficult to meet the harmony. The first one is 

to secure the ideological agenda of the CCP, and the other one is to develop 

the competitive film industry. In fact, the Chinese film censorship has been 

incessantly criticized because many critics in the professional field argue that 

it is an example of debris of the authoritative measure. Hence, by picking out 

similar films where one was successfully screened while the other one was 

banned, this paper is expected to draw a possible conclusion to sepak about 

the ambiguity and subjectivity of the Chinese film censorship. 

As a matter of fact, the conclusion to this paper is unfortunately bleak 

where the guidelines of the film censorship in China simply a letter without 

any power of enforcement. Though the licensing of the production and 

distribution may have been flexible, the ultimate seal to be screened in the 

theater is rigorously determined by the state apparatus. This does not mean 

that there are absolutely no commonalities in Chinese film censorship, and in 

fact, there are three to be listed. Firstly, the historically sensitive material 

should not be the main source of the movie. Secondly, socially sensitive 
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material should blandly present the issue that follows the national policy. 

Lastly, the imported films should avoid the representation of Chinese villains 

or exterminations, China country, and the CCP to be anywhere close to 

negative or primitive. Still remaining as a an enigmatic riddle, the film 

censorship made Chinese filmmakers to make an action as a virtue of 

necessity by self-regulation, and it allowed states to make an excuse for 

possible decision in the future. Domestically, the state has been getting hold 

of sensitive topics in relation to peripheral variables. Internationally, the state 

will strengthen its ability to manage soft power, though the affect is doubtful, 

because the film censor has been the circumlocution for state to supervise 

how films picture China. Regardless of state’s perspective and practice in the 

film censorship, China should further demonstrate transparent and well-

organized film censorship regulation to play a paramount role in the 

international order beyond the economic power.  

 

Keyword : Chinese film, Chinese film censorship, Chinese film industry, 

Authoritative Measure, Chinese Communist Party,  

Student Number : 2017-23377 
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 

In the current era of technological advancement and globalization, 

the film industry has been the pinnacle of commercialization with full of 

market values. 1 Since the opening of reform in 1978, China, even as a 

socialist economy, has been going through the same phenomena. Paving 

away from a mere propaganda tool, the Chinese film censorship after the 

open-door policy has been focused on grasping two contradicting concerns: 

securing the ideological agenda and developing competitive film industry. 2 

The logic behind this paradoxical challenge is simple: the inability to chase 

the hares at once. 3  In the rapidly changing socio-economic status in 

contemporary China, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)’s reinforcement 

of the divertive but repressive film censorship to reinforce the political 

security is likely to unbrace the growth of the film industry. In this ironic 

position, many scholars describe Chinese censorship as one of the remaining 

debris of the authoritative measure to silence the people and to minimize the 

perception of control in the rise of the Internet. 4 Under the strong criticism 

 
1 Emilie Yueh-Yu Yeh and Darrell William Davis, “Re-Nationalizing Chinas Film 
Industry: Case Study on the China Film Group and Film Marketization,” Journal of 
Chinese Cinemas2, no. 1 (2008): pp. 37-51 
2 Yingchi Chu, “The Consumption of Cinema in Contemporary China,” Media in China, 
April 2014, pp. 43-54 
3 Ying Zhu and Seio Nakajima, “The Evolution of Chinese Film as an Industry,” in Art, 
Politics, and Commerce in Chinese Cinema (Hong Kong University Press, 2010) 
4 Gary King, Jennifer Pan, and Margaret E. Roberts, “How Censorship in China Allows 
Government Criticism but Silences Collective Expression,” American Political Science 
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on the CCP’s heavy revision on both domestic and imported films, the 

censorship itself is often discussed as the largest barrier in growing capacity 

of the Chinese film industry. During the Sydney Film Festival in 2003, the 

acclaimed Chinese filmmaker Li Yang had once set forth of this structure as,  

Certain aspects of Chinese politics are strange and many things don’t 
follow homogenous standards. It is defined as “One Country, Two 
systems” but it really is “one country with several systems”. I don’t 
actually understand how it works, but I can say that the Chinese Film 
Bureau is one of the most conservative of the artistic institutions. 5 
 
For the resolution of the world criticism, the Chinese state has 

constantly attempted to loosen the film censorship to a degree that does not 

intrude the state’s authority. Yet, the majority of the public opinions still 

emphasize the unjust of the film censorship in China. The core argument of 

this criticism was not mainly focused on the lack of sustainable environment 

for production, but it was more toward the inability to understand what the 

CCP really want or does not want in terms of film contents. In the interview, 

Chen Kaige, one of the most well-known filmmakers, has clarified the 

divergence of the film censorship through his experience in prohibition of 

Farewell My Concubine (霸王别姬). 6  

 
Review 107, no. 2 (2013): pp. 326-343 ; “Censorship in China,” in Censored: Distraction 
and Diversion Inside China's Great Firewall (Princeton University Press, 2018), pp. 46-53 
5 John Chan, “Blind Shaft Director Speaks about Filmmaking in China,” Blind Shaft 
director speaks about filmmaking in China (International Committee of the Fourth 
International (ICFI), July 18, 2003), https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2003/07/sff2-
j18.html 
6 Tyler E Patrick, “Who Makes the Rules in Chinese Movies,” The New York Times, 
October 17, 2003, https://www.nytimes.com/1993/10/17/movies/film-who-makes-the-
rules-in-chinese-movies.html) 
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Long story short, the film was banned in mainland China after the 

international recognition through winning of the Palm d’Or in Cannes Film 

Festival. To be screened in the mainland China, the film had to go through 

numerous revisions. Chen had commented how “the ministry called and said 

the film would have to be changed” before the opening in Beijing. Chen 

Kaige pointed out how this call was after making revisions followed by the 

advice from “Mr. Deng’s family” on the “three sensitive parts of the film to 

have it shown in China’s movie theaters.” 7 The call from the Ministry of 

Television, Broadcasting and Film (MTBF) had suggested Chen to alter “the 

suicide at the end” but Chen had refused to do it because he “did not know 

how to do it” because there was “nothing on paper from the ministry. No 

guidelines, just the ultimatum about the three sensitive areas.” 8 What can be 

seen from this anecdote is very clear: not only the confrontation between 

government and director on censorship but also the ambiguity of the film 

censorship guidelines.  

Assuming that the Chinese state has no intention of giving away the 

CCP’s agenda and wants to continue authoritative censoring in the film 

industry, why is the state constantly trying to reform the film industry. To 

give out an answer to this question, the following question needs to be raised 

and responded: does the state genuinely sense the necessity to loosen the film 

censorship? If yes, what actions were taken to achieve the objective? Though 

 
7 Ibid 
8 Ibid 
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many critics expounded that the film censorship is one of the many state’s 

structural apparatus to shield the CCP’s authoritative governance in the past 

and present, the reality is quite different. 9 

In fact, Chinese directors and even Chinese government officials had 

been showing interest to draw a clear guideline of censorship by discussing 

about the adoption of the rating system. In the symposium of American film 

and TV censorship organized by an American educational institute in 2005, 

Tong Gang once said that “China would not simply copy the rating system in 

other countries; instead, China’s rating system would have its own 

characteristics.” 10 Though the rating system has not been adopted until now, 

the Chinese government officials do acknowledge the importance of the 

appropriate provisioning system. Additionally, the attempt for the softer 

censorship is clearly visible through the comparison of the film approval rate 

in 1997 and 2004. The film approval rate in 1997 was 50% while the film 

approval rate in the twenty-first century is experiencing a declining slope. In 

fact, the film approval rate in 2004 was one out of 21. 11 Looking at this 

progress, the Chinese state is constantly seeking for a solution to balance out 

the heavy film censorship and the related criticism in the public. Though the 

 
9 “Censorship in China,” in Censored: Distraction and Diversion Inside China's Great 
Firewall (Princeton University Press, 2018), pp. 46-53 
10 Zhang, Rui. The Cinema of Feng Xiaogang: Commercialization and Censorship in 
Chinese Cinema after 1989. Hong Kong University Press, 2008. pp. 113-114 
11 The Hong Kong’s film titled Jianghu (江湖) directed by Huang Jinghu (黄精甫) was 
denied to be screened in China ; Rui Zhang, Cinema of Feng Xiaogang: Commercialization 
and Censorship in Chinese Cinema After 1989 (Hong Kong University Press, HKU, 2008), 
p.114 
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number of banned products is very malleable to external and internal factors, 

the contention to provide consistent film censorship is often discussed in 

China. 

Followed by the Chinese state’s interest in spotting the problems of 

the film censorship, the buildup of an accurate regulation seems to be on the 

process by looking at the recent announcement from the State Administration 

of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television (SAPPRFT). On November 

7, 2016, the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress (NPC) 

has passed the Film Industry Promotion Law (中华人民共和国电影产业促

进法), which is the first national law related to the film industry. 12 Arranged 

by the SAPPRFT, Zhang Hongsen – the head of its film bureau – had been 

interviewed by the China Central Television’s 24-hours news channel. By 

highlighting the eight prohibited areas for filmmakers, Zhang has added how 

the Film Industry Promotion Law will reinforce uncompromisable principles. 

During the interview, Zhang commented the necessity to control vulgar and 

non-professional way of performing art to generate the profit, and further 

emphasized that the film censorship will emphasize the “cultural confidence” 

by “telling good Chinese stores, attracting audience and ensuring the 

sustainable development of the film industry through regulation.” 13  

 
12 “New Law to Boost China's Film Industry Takes Effect,” China Daily, March 12, 2017, 
https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/culture/2017-03/02/content_28405724.htm) 
13 Yan. “China Focus: New Industry Law Means Promising Future for Chinese Film.” 
Xinhua, March 16, 2017. http://www.xinhuanet.com//english/2017-
03/16/c_136134690.htm. 
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The Zhang’s interview signifies how the Chinese film market is 

strictly under the control to preserve the CCP’s socialist values. Then, this 

leaves people to consider about the clarification of the grey area around the 

film censorship. Even after the enactment of the law, the impreciseness still 

exists in the language itself such as what is considered “vulgar”? Going into 

deeper issues, which authority is responsible to decide the “non-

professional”-ness of the film? Again, these doubts have been dashing for the 

hopes of transparent censorship system in China.  

The doubts of the film censorship are not just limited within the 

border but in fact, it has been bouncing off the different countries. Not 

surprisingly, the most recent article titled - “China bans Winnie the Pooh film 

after comparisons to President Xi” - had been circling all around the globe 

that enlightened film-lovers to question about the censorship in China. 14 The 

story goes back to President Xi Jin Ping’s visitation to the United States in 

2013, and the two pictures – president Xi and president Barak Obama and 

Winnie and Tigger – juxtaposed together became viral online. Though the 

reactions were far from negative, Chinese government interpreted this meme 

as “a serious effort to undermine the dignity of the presidential office and Xi 

himself.” 15  

 
14 Benjamin Haas, “China Bans Winnie the Pooh Film after Comparisons to President 
Xi,” The Guardian, August 7, 2018, 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/aug/07/china-bans-winnie-the-pooh-film-to-stop-
comparisons-to-president-xi 
15 Ibid 
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During the Golden Horse Awards in Taiwan, the Taiwanese director 

Fu Yue gave out an acceptance speech that supported the Taiwan’s 

independence. This speech led China Film Administration not to allow 

mainland Chinese filmmakers to attend in this festival. After the 

announcement, the number of feature film submissions declined significantly, 

and Hong Kong production houses and filmmakers seem to be joining the 

boycott under the pressure. 16 Not to mention, the Liu Yifei’s support of the 

recent pro-democracy protests in Hong Kong has stirred up a fire in the 

United States and Hong Kong. The two different hashtags of #BoycottMulan 

and #SuppportMulan are illustrations that peep how the longstanding political 

tensions can explode through a single actress. 17 

In the 21st century, the boisterous controversy in international film 

industry may have been initiated from the empowerment of Chinese market 

size and population. Indeed, film industry is very much part of it. China is no 

longer a potential market, but it actually became a major influencer and player 

in the international film industry. Nonetheless, the existence of the censorship 

became the greatest obstacle for outside-of-China produced movies to 

penetrate and to be screened in China. Having one of the biggest markets but 

 
16 Laurie Chan, “Could Chinese Films Be the Biggest Loser from Golden Horse Awards 
Ban?,” South China Morning Post, September 22, 2019, 
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/3029759/could-chinese-film-industry-be-
biggest-loser-beijings-ban 
17 Daniel Victor, “Calls to Boycott ‘Mulan’ Erupt After Star Voices Support for Hong 
Kong Police ,” The New York Times, August 16, 2019, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/16/world/asia/boycott-mulan.html 
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at the same time, with its exceptionally complicated process to enter the 

market, foreign business had been stressing to resolve the confusion over the 

China’s censorship system. And this brings in the necessity to study how the 

censorship transformed the Chinese cinema in the past and the present, and a 

way to read the standards of the censorship. 

 

1.2 Research Question and Methodology 
 

Assuming that the state’s motivation to unleash the censorship is 

genuine; it is important for one to let go of the conventional idea of 

authoritative governance as repressive and dogmatic. Most of the previous 

literature had been making the correlation between film and censorship as a 

mean for Chinese state to politically educate the masses in terms of the 

Chinese-exceptionalism, nationalism, identity and diaspora. 18 The purpose 

of my paper is not to either criticize or evaluate the so-called authoritative 

characteristic of the Chinese film censorship as an educative and silencing 

measure of the public, but it rather focuses more on the ambiguity to read the 

state’s censorship rationality from the external variable. Hence, the 

expectation of this paper is to contribute in clarifying this grey area of the 

Chinese film censorship in the 21st century for the future interaction of the 

Chinese and international film industry.  

 
18 Chris Berry and Laikwan Pang, “Remapping Contemporary Chinese Cinema 
Studies,” The China Review10, no. 2 (2010): pp. 89-108 ; Yingjin Zhang, 
“Transnationalism and Translocality in Chinese Cinema,” Cinema Journal49, no. 3 (2010): 
pp. 135-139 
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The main research question of this paper is How to interpret the film 

censorship in China? Is there any rationale behind state’s attitude on the film 

censorship? To answer this, the methodology of this paper is very 

straightforward. First of all, I have picked out the films that had been banned 

or edited to be screened in mainland China by reviewing through the reliable 

online newspapers such as NYtimes, theGUARDIAN, Washington Times, 

the Hollywood Reporter, Business Insider, LAtimes, ChinaDaily and South 

China Morning Post. Once the films had been sorted out, I am going to 

compare and contrast films with similar contents to demonstrate the wide 

variety of film censorship cultures ranging from censorship systems, 

modalities and practices in decision-making.  

The early academic papers have steadily worked on exploring the 

relationship between theory and practice of theatrical and cinematic 

representation. For example, Jowett has addressed that the study of 

censorship should be interpreted within the boundary of social and cultural 

history of that particular period, and audience should be regarded as 

heterogeneous collectivity of individuals. In examining the issue of 

censorship, Garth Jowett had presented two well-known methodologies: 

Gregory Black’s traditional historical approach and Thomas Poe’s textual 

analysis. 19Black uses three films produced in 1930 to demonstrate how the 

Hays Office and Production Code Administration have functioned “to control 

 
19 Garth Jowett, “The ‘Facts’ of the Censored Film: Theoretical and Historical 
Approaches,” Journal of Dramatic Theory and Criticism VI, no. 1 (1991): pp. 159-166 
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the political, moral and social messages of mass entertainment in America.” 

20 Through this analysis, Black argues the importance of understanding the 

intent of censorship and how it functioned within the studio system. On the 

other hand, Poe confronts the necessity to deal with the “missing” part of the 

film, and he provocatively contends the study of the censored films. Poe states 

how the ellipsis creates an ellipse to argue the product of censorship: the 

creation of “meaning-full absence” of meaning through the text series of 

displacements. 21  

Both theories are chaperons of this paper in studying the film 

censorship in China: the review of text of censored films and the socio-

cultural context of that period to propose the possible rational of the film 

censorship. The Black’s theory of overall examination of the intention and 

function of the related agencies are widely used because the readers can judge 

the plausibility of the work through careful examination of author’s facility. 

On the other hand, Poe’s theory has been applied less in number because this 

theory puts “emphasis on the skill of interpreter;” thereby, it can stir up the 

“risk of reader skepticism.” 22 Despite this challenge, this reaction, at the 

same time, can bring in multiplicity of reading the text of censored films 

through the introduction of different set of interpretation, or expansion of 

 
20 Gregory Black, “Censorship: an Historical Interpretation,” Journal of Dramatic Theory 
and Criticism VI, no. 1 (1991): p.171 
21 Thomas G Poe, “Censorship as Textual Ellipsis: A Post-Structuralist Reading of the 
Censored Films,” Journal of Dramatic Theory and Criticism VI, no. 1 (1991): p.188 
22 Garth Jowett, “The ‘Facts’ of the Censored Film: Theoretical and Historical 
Approaches,” Journal of Dramatic Theory and Criticism VI, no. 1 (1991): p.166 
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existing interpretation into a larger one. Along with these two theoretical 

chaperons, the analysis of this paper will enrich the interpretation of the 

censorship and enhance the nature of the discourse itself.  

To contribute to the contemporary study of the film censorship and 

current status of the China’s film censorship, most of the selected films in this 

paper are released after the 21st century. After making comparison and 

contrast of selected films, this paper is going to make a conclusion into what 

accurate standard, if it does exist, Chinese officials have when they were 

making decisions on which films to be screened. At the end, a further 

elaboration on what these standards may imply about the country’s 

contemporary political and social agenda. The answer to the research 

question evidently brings clarity to the people working in the film industry, 

or additionally it may enrich and broaden the discourse on the China’s 

decision-making process by bringing in possible inclination or tacit 

agreement of the Chinese film censorship.  

After the brief introduction of the paper in this Chapter 1, the Chapter 

2 will present the literature review on the censorship: its theoretical 

perspective, its practical perspective, situating it in China, and its debates. 

This chapter will guide the reader to understand the diverse perspective of the 

film censorship in China. The Chapter 3 will present the trajectory of the 

China’s film industry to introduce how the perspective of the film industry 

has gone through several shifts. This chapter will guide the reader to 
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understand the landscape of the Chinese film industry politically, 

commercially and internationally, and the motivation behind these changes 

of the scope. The Chapter 4 will present the analysis of the films to answer 

the research question of this paper: how to interpret the film censorship in 

China. This chapter will conduct a comparison of the films to chase the likely 

and systematic rationales behind the film censorship. The Chapter 5 will 

present the conclusion, drawn from the chapter four, to discuss about the 

implication on the contemporary Chinese politics and society.  
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CHAPTER 2. Understanding the Film Censorship 
 
 

Going along to the top of the timetable, the censorship had started 

from the Socrates Execution because he had been teaching controversial 

teaching method that had corrupted the minds of the youth Athens. To defend 

Socrates’ behavior and criticize this execution, Plato had published a book 

Aplato by stating how “this type of censorship would reappear in different 

forms over and over in many cultures.” 23 The subject of the censorship is 

decided from the main threat at that particular period. Therefore, in the past, 

the main threat has been transferred from the heresy and religion to the era of 

the Cold War to the political and social instability. Starting from the start of 

the 1643, the censorship against publication and literacy had been sweeping 

around by emphasizing the restriction on the freedom of expression. The term 

censorship, at present, is defined as “an act of suppression, deletion, omission 

or revision performed upon an artistic work or medium by the artist or an 

external body, which limits the work’s publication or dissemination to some 

extent.” 24  

The academic debate is usually defined as four different categories: 

rationale for free speech or freedom of expression, legitimacy of the state’s 

role in regulating system or expression, criticisms about definitions of key 

censorship and applicable tests, and issues of what a censorship needs for it 

 
23 Frank Caso, Censorship (New York: Infobase Publishing, 2008), p. 4 
24 Rachael Hutchinson, Negotiating Censorship in Modern Japan(Routledge, 2015), p.1 
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to be reconcilable with the free speech principle. 25 The existing models 

within the understanding censorship vary in terms of perspective. In the past, 

the enforcement of censorship is viewed in negative terms while the term 

‘self-censorship’ is viewed as a positive or negative factor. However, in the 

information age, the perspective of censorship had leaned toward neutral in 

the sense that it has balanced out the staging among artist, state and audience 

because it is responsibility for every person to carefully review materials that 

are unnecessary or stereotype and to selectively choose materials that will 

educate and enlighten the soul. 26 The scholarship of the censorship has 

expanded to how the Internet increased the space for public discourse, and 

this had been related to why the government had been going through 

extensive censorship program. For the better understanding of the 

contemporary film censorship, this section will conduct a literature review of 

film censorship in three subareas: film censorship from theoretical 

perspective, film censorship from practical perspective, and situation of film 

censorship within China.   

 

2.1 From the Theoretical Perspective  
 

The discourse of censorship is usually linked with the state’s 

oppression and intolerant government to limit the freedom of speech of the 

 
25 Tiong Guan. Saw, Film Censorship in the Asia-Pacific Region: Malaysia, Hong Kong, 
and Australia Compared (Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2013), p.6 
26 Ibid, p. 2  
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powerless citizens. The strategy of silencing the public has been raising the 

interest of the researchers in the scope of major film production companies, 

totalitarian regime, fascist Italy and socialist Soviet Union. But in recent years, 

the scope of the discourse has been expanding. Instead of focusing on the 

particular institution or legal framework, the researchers started to doubt the 

State or institution as the only autonomous power. Jansen points out how 

every knowledge cannot be free of power, and censorship is not an exception. 

She expresses the definition of censorship “encompasses all socially 

structured proscriptions and prescriptions within inhibit or prohibit 

dissemination of ideas, information, images, and other messages through a 

society’s channels of communication whether these obstructions are secured 

by political, economic religious, or other systems of authority.” 27 The author 

asks for the understanding of broader forms of censorship: overt and covert 

proscriptions and prescriptions. 28  

 The call for multiplicity has created multifarious research by shifting 

from institutionalized and interventionist censorship to a “significant social 

response to representations.” 29 Kuhn emphasizes the traditional study of 

film censorship as ‘prohibition/institutions’ model that refers to “a practice 

through which certain subjects are forbidden expression in representations.” 

 
27 Sue Curry. Jansen, Censorship: the Knot That Binds Power and Knowledge (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1991), p.221 
28 Ibid, p. 221 
29 Janet Staiger, Bad Women: Regulating Sexuality in Early American 
Cinema(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996), pp. 15-16 
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30 However, Kuhn points out that simply defining censorship as interference 

excludes the inhibition of understanding “how, and with what effects, the 

powers involved in film censorship works.” 31 By replacing the predefined 

notion of film censorship with an event and instance, Kuhn came up with 

eventualization/diagnosis model to investigate “heterogeneous ensemble” of 

practices and “multiple practices which constitute it.” 32 

Then, the distance of film censorship from the “fixed or monolithic” 

one has diversified the actors of the censorship. Toplin and Vasey introduce 

new type of censorship research by exemplifying how the Hollywood 

complied with the foreign public and government. 33 Generating thirty-five 

percent of revenues outside of the United States, Hollywood depicted a non-

provocative motion picture devoid of political strife or sensitive public values. 

Additionally, Mehta emphasizes how the “calls for cutting or banning are 

initiated not only by the state but also by the citizenry;” thereby, she carefully 

reaffirms scholars’ disposition of receding away from the traditional state-

prohibition censorship model. 34 

Through early twentieth century of Hollywood as an example, 

Grieveson accounts how industry’s anxiety and challenge over censorship 

 
30 Annette Kuhn, Cinema, Censorship and Sexuality 1909-1925(London: Routledge, 2016), 
p.2 
31 Ibid, p.3 
32 Ibid, p. 10 
33 Robert Brent Toplin and Ruth Vasey, “The World According to Hollywood, 1918-
1939,” The American Historical Review103, no. 1 (1998): p. 293 
34 Monika Mehta, “Reframing Film Censorship,” The Velvet Light Trap63, no. 1 (2009): 
pp. 66-69 
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transformed cinema to become harmless entertainment. 35 The desire for 

maximum profit with minimum restriction caused Hollywood to censor the 

cinema in accordance with the external factors, making the policing of the 

censorship to be discursive. The twenty-first century of film censorship has 

no difference. The pervasive Internet accessibility and sophisticated 

surveillance technology has raised the awareness to the study of the film 

censorship. Despite the modern mass media, the vigorous censorship in 

cinema still remains in every society “in some form or another, film 

censorship, classification, or control boards.” 36 Under the ever-increasing 

effects of globalization, the academic faces the challenge of adapting, 

revising and reevaluating the disciplinary approaches. Through the 

introduction of high definition DVD and number of streaming websites, the 

different censorship and classification procedure has mounted the unexpected 

problems. Bringing Miike’s Ichi the Killer as an example, Hickin illustrates 

how the censorship became insignificant from the expansion of media and 

online channels in reaching the cinema. 37 

In the contemporary study of the film censorship, it is important to 

encompass various actors from the state to filmmakers to audiences. The 

simplification of film censorship as a state’s oppression can mislead the scope 

 
35 Lee Grieveson, Policing Cinema: Movies and Censorship in Early-Twentieth-Century 
America (London: University of California Press, 2004) 
36 Biltereyst Daniël and Roel Vande Winkel, Silencing Cinema: Film Censorship around 
the World(NY, NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), p.9 
37 Daniel Hickin, “How to Cope with the Death of Film Censorship,” The Velvet Light 
Trap63, no. 1 (2009): pp. 63-64 
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of the paper to be narrow; therefore, the disciplinary should embrace multiple 

practices to subjectively read the procedures of the particular nation’s film 

censorship. As Combs has mentioned, the nobler sentiment is necessary to 

devoid the dichotomy between dominated and dominators by distancing away 

from the “narrow and partisan strictures of the practice of propagandizing” 

and incomplete perspectives 38 In sum, the study of film censorship should 

not be limited to coercive measure but it should rather be extensive and 

comprehensive study in understanding variety of agents from the government 

to public.  

 

2.2 From the Practical Perspective  
 

Before approaching the Chinese film censorship, it is essential to 

dive into how the film censorship in other parts of the world was practiced 

aside from the theoretical discussions. The film censorship in practice can be 

categorized into two political boundaries: democracy and non-democracy. 

Although Hollywood in the early 1990s had already regarded the film as a 

business, the first amendment of freedom of expression was not applicable in 

this particular industry. 39  Film classification such as Motion Pictures 

Association of America (MPPA) and Classification and Rating 

 
38 James E. Combs and Sara T. Combs, Film Propaganda and American Politics: an 
Analysis and Filmography(London: Routledge, 2015), p.158 
39 Jane M. Friedman, “The Motion Picture Rating System of 1968: A Constitutional 
Analysis of Self-Regulation by the Film Industry,” Columbia Law Review73, no. 2 (1973): 
p. 185 
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Administration (CARA) has been under the influence of governmental 

activity and state action doctrine though it is “subject to the strictures of the 

first and fourteenth amendments.” 40 The power of judiciary has drawn a 

clear line on the definition of ambiguous guidelines of the film censorship, 

making the straightforward description on the subjectivity of the censorship. 

Despite these reforms of what the MPAA considers to be greater 

“transparency,” the modern film regulation is still considered as a set of 

“cosmetic adjustments … to protect political and economic interests of the 

MPAA.” 41  Sandler also points out how the MPPA considers not only 

CARA’s criteria but also the representations of the parent companies in media 

conglomerates such as Viacom and News Corp.  

Additionally, South Korea’s film censorship during 1970s has gone 

through strict control under the president Park-Jung-Hee’s authoritarian 

regime. Despite its support for the democracy, the government not only 

restricted foreign contents to facilitate domestic film industry but also 

supported Yushin Constitution for ideological propaganda. On the other hand, 

in the contemporary South Korea, the film censorship is mainly centered on 

the film rating system divided into five age categories - all age, age over 12, 

 
40 Ibid. p. 239 
41 Kevin S. Sandler, “The Future of U.S. Film Censorship Studies,” The Velvet Light Trap 
63, no. 1 (2009): pp. 69-71 
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age over 15, age over 18 (rated R) and restrictive screening - based on film’s 

visual contents and scenarios. 42  

The democratic countries such as United States of America and 

South Korea had been developing its guidelines of the film censorship to be 

specific and well-defined through power of the judiciary. On the other hand, 

some of the countries are still going through strict film censorship. Though 

the cases of South Korea and United States weakening solidity of the film 

censorship, India’s film censorship seems to remain the same. Though 

Khwaza Ahmed’s litigation on the film A Tale of Four Cities has been taken 

to the Supreme Court, the verdict stayed with the Censor Board, and 

presented coup de grace on how “forms of speech and expression” should not 

be generalized. 43 Despite the establishment of Film Certification Appellate 

Tribunal (FCAT) to work as an arbitrator between filmmakers and Censor 

Boards, the censorship regulation remained unaltered.  

On the other hand, some countries, during specific time period such 

as  authoritarian, socialist and military regime, have also excluded the film 

contents that are against nation’s or leader’s ideology. This period 

specifically defines Nazi Germany, Soviet Union, German Democratic 

Republic (GDR), and Japan after the defeat of the World War II. According 

 
42 Zhenwei Weng, “Freedom of Expression in Motion Pictures: A Comparative Legal 
Study of Content Review Mechanisms in the Motion Picture Industry.” Seoul National 
University Press (2010) 
43 Someswar Bhowmik. "Politics of Film Censorship: Limits of Tolerance." Economic and 
Political Weekly 37, no. 35 (2002): pp. 3574-3577. 
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to the Haraszti’s classical model of censorship, the censorship in the Soviet 

Union were in the compliance system between state and artists in on another’s 

institution. 44 The symposium of Institute for the Study of the USSR had also 

emphasized the Soviet censorship should not be understood in isolation but 

rather it should be seen as a crucial part of the Soviet regime in toto. The 

famous filmmakers such as Igor Yeltsin and Anatoly Kuzentsov have shared 

their personal narratives, which emphasized how they had been experiencing 

unofficial censorship by studio director and officials - the State Committee 

for Cinematography and Glavlit - to censor sensitive political and military 

contents, portrait of the Stalin, or positive or sympathetic representation of 

America. 45  

In the case of the Nazi Germany, Adolf Hitler had, in the beginning, 

tactically cooperated with Hollywood not to portray Germany in an 

unfavorable light or its persecution of the Jews. When the mutual agreement 

was withdrawn, Ernst Seeger – the chief censor from the Propaganda Ministry 

- had strictly censored contents on Hollywood, immorality, ghost/horror, 

destruction of healthy racial feeling and gangster movies. The upholding of 

the ban on The Prizefighter and the Lady changed the nature of the film 

censorship in the Third Reich by censoring the movie just based on the racial 

origin of the members of the cast, which opened up the extreme anti-Semitic 

 
44 Haraszti Miklós, The Velvet Prison: Artists under State Socialism (Harmondsworth: 
Penguin, 1990) 
45 Martin Dewhirst and Robert Farrell, The Soviet Censorship (Metuchen: Scarecrow, 
1979) 
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views to the film selection process. 46 For German Democratic Republic, 

Jager had highlighted the importance of the self-censorship as a readiness “to 

bow to the ‘good cause’ to develop the rights consciousness. 47 

Lastly, the film censorship in Japan after the defeat of the World War 

II, the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers (SCAP) - the 

administration of the occupying forces - had issued a ten-point Press Code 

regulating media expressions not to show images of soldiers, military 

vehicles or the effects of Allied bombing or economic effect of the war such 

as rationing, food shortages and overcrowding on public transport that can 

led to “fresh start for Japanese people after the defeat.” 48 The Kurosawa 

Akira’s One Wonderful Sunday shows how the Japanese state had been 

actively encouraging films to meet the demand on rebuilding the strong 

national image. 49   However, this type of film censorship was possible 

because the contents were analogically distributed; thus, the censorship was 

fully under the control making people to be reluctant to the problems 

regarding the film censorship.  

On the other hand, in the globalization era, the technological 

advancement has allowed people to have diverse accessible channels to 

 
46 Ben Urwand, Collaboration: Hollywoods Pact with Hitler (Belknap Press, 2015), p.140-
141 
47 Sara Jones, Complicity, Censorship and Criticism: Negotiating Space in the GDR 
Literary Sphere(Berlin: De Gruyter, 2011), p.16 
48 Rachael Hutchinson, “Kurosawa AkirasOne Wonderful Sunday: Censorship, Context 
and ‘Counter-Discursive’ Film,” Japan Forum19, no. 3 (2007): p.380 
49 Ibid, pp. 369-389 
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obtain information with the click of the button. Though this might have 

lightened the filmmaker’s stress on the film censorship, as it has been 

illustrated above, the film censorship has strong connectivity with the politics 

and the country’s periodic background. Though the power of judiciary may 

have been the assistant of producing diverse films, the ensure of goodwill and 

profitability has been the main course of action for filmmakers. This practice 

maintains the position of wide interaction of agents in the procedure of the 

film censorship.  

 

2.3 Situating Film Censorship in China 
 

During Bolshevik government’s first Commissar for Education, 

Lenin and Lunacharsky carried a deliberate account - “Film for us is the most 

important of the arts” – that shows how film, from the very start, was more 

than the art in Soviet Union. 50 Bolshevik considered that film can deliver its 

directives to the mass who were often illiterate and underdeveloped at that 

time. Understanding the power of cinema as a propagandistic and agitational 

tool, the perspective of the Chinese politicians or rulers toward the cinema 

has been no different. Hence, unlike the film censorship in other countries, 

the film censorship in China remained from the very beginning of the 

 
50 John Green, “'The Most Important of the Arts': Film after the Russian Revolution,” 
Culture Matters, June 26, 2017, 
https://www.culturematters.org.uk/index.php/arts/films/item/2553-the-art-and-politics-of-
film-after-the-russian-revolution 
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People’s Republic of China (PRC), which makes the clarification of the 

Chinese film censorship study particularly indispensable.  

In the Baidu search-engine, the definition of the ‘censorship 

(审查制度)’ emphasizes the role of the government and the party in the 

censorship. 51 From the founding of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) 

in 1949, there was neither opposition or reflection on the censorship because 

every sphere of the publication or flow of information was controlled within 

the central government. Though there were sixty-nine newspapers in the 

entire mainland China until 1979, they were all under the communication 

channels of the party to control the announcement to the people. However, 

under country’s open-door policy, the spread of market element has raised 

state to be aware of the freedom of speech. 52  Followed by the state’s 

awareness, the film censorship in China held the purpose to protect the 

domestic films against the popularity of the foreign movies and to disregard 

any sensitive materials that may devalue the national image. Wang 

highlighted how politics were aestheticized through indirect means through 

sublimation that “embodies the abstract telos of history and inspires the 

 
51 From the Baidu search-engine (百科首页), the definition of the censorship is defined as 
“审查制度是指官方较权威机构如政府部门对面向公众的文学、艺术、网络资源等领

域的检查筛选, 以达到其所预期的目的.” It can be translated as “Censorship regulation is 
investigation and selection process of the government toward the public’s resources on 
literature, art, and Internet.” 
52 Teresa Seruya and Maria Lin Moniz, Translation and Censorship in Different Times and 
Landscapes(Newcastle, UK: Cambridge Scholars, 2008), p.229 
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people with daunting and awe-inspiring figures.” 53  Clark argued that 

Chinese cinema has been politically motivated by the interaction of party 

authorities, filmmakers and the public, which created the new socialist culture. 

54  

 

2.3.1 Legality of the Film Censorship in China 
 

As it has been identified, there is difficulty in interpreting the Chinese 

film censorship guideline in regularly manner; however, legal and 

coordinated film censorship does exist, and it has been continuously revised. 

The document Film Management Ordinance (电影管理条例) enforced in 

February of 2002 has announced the State Administration of Radio, Film and 

Television (SARFT) will grant the power to control the film censorship 

system. Though the SARFT falls under the direct supervision of the State 

Council, this document gave a power to rule every sphere of the film industry 

across-the-board such as distribution, production and screening. In March 

2013, the merge of the SARFT and General Administration of Press and 

Publication formed a new regulatory body called the State Administration of 

Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television (SAPPRFT).  

After the embarkment of second, unlimited term in office, the 

President Xi has gone through massive restructuring. In 2018, the state 

 
53 Ban Wang, The Sublime Figure of History: Aesthetics and Politics in Twentieth-Century 
China(Stanford, CA: Stanford Univ. Press, 1997), p.192 
54 Paul Clark, Chinese Cinema: Culture and Politics since 1949 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
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decided elimination of the SAPPRT and further announced the regulation of 

the China’s film. As a result, the television sector fell under the direct control 

of the Communist Party’s propaganda department to “strengthen the 

management of publishing activities and develop a prosperous, socialist 

publishing industry with Chinese characteristics.” 55 In the article, Aynne 

Kokas said that the transfer of the department is a means of maximizing “the 

number of ways that the Chinese government can share their narrative both 

domestically and internationally.” 56 Under the management of the CCP’s 

propaganda department, the legal framework of the China’s film censorship 

can be categorized into two areas: the constitution of the People’s Republic 

of China and Film Industry Promotion Law 2016. 

The first one to review is the constitution of the PRC. The 

Fundamental Rights and Duties of Citizens – the chapter two of the 

constitution - delineates largely three articles that are related to the film 

industry.  

1. Article 35: Citizens of the People’s Republic of China enjoy freedom 
of speech, of the press, of assembly, of association, of procession and 
of demonstration. 

2. Article 47: Citizens of the People’s Republic of China have freedom 
to engage in scientific research, literary and artistic creation and other 
cultural pursuits. The state encourages and assists creative endeavors 
conducive to the interest of the people that are made by citizens 

 
55 Yik Tung Ng, Yeung Mak, and Yang Fan, “China's Central Propaganda Department 
Takes Over Regulation of All Media,” trans. Luisetta Mudie, Radio Free Asia, March 21, 
2018, https://www.rfa.org/english/news/china/china-propaganda-03212018140841.html 
56 Courtney Vinopal, “In China’s Film Industry, the Communist Party Is in the Director’s 
Chair,” Public Broadcasting Service, October 3, 2019, 
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/world/in-chinas-film-industry-the-communist-party-is-in-
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engaged in education, science, technology, literature, art and other 
cultural work. 

3. Article 51: Citizens of the People’s Republic of China, in exercising 
their freedoms and rights, may not infringe upon the interests of the 
state, of society or of the collective, or upon the lawful freedoms and 
rights of other citizens. 57 

 
Generally, the constitution of the PRC does guarantee freedom of speech 

and promotion of cultural activity. Nonetheless, it also ensures that the 

orientation of these activities should not cross the line of interests “of the 

state, of society or of the collective, or upon the lawful freedoms and rights 

of other citizens.” 58 

Besides, the Film Industry Promotion Law 2016 (中华人民共和国电

影产业促进发) has been promulgated on November of 2016 and became 

effective on March of 2017 during the Standing Committee of the National 

People’s Congresss (NPC). 59  As an extension of the Film Management 

Ordinance, the new law is composed of six chapters with 60 articles with few 

amendments. Since this law became effective before the state’s decision to 

designate the propaganda department as main authority, the law has 

designated SAPPRFT as the main authority. Therefore, it is important to 

understand the word SAPPRFT in this section to be replaced with the 

propaganda department. The Film Industry Promotion Law 2016 contains 

 
57 Ibid 
58 Ibid 
59 Laney Zhang, “China: First Law on Film Industry Effective in March,” The Library of 
Congress, February 28, 2017, 
https://www.loc.gov/search/?in=PartOf:law+library+of+congress&q=film+industry+promo
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several articles that can relate to the film censorship. In addition to the section 

related to the censorship, this law has amended the areas for the tough line on 

box office frauds and the fight for the piracy. 

In the first chapter under the title General Provisions, there are three 

particular articles that have to be examined. Firstly, the Article 1 emphasizes 

one of the goals as “to carry forward the Socialist core values.” 60 Secondly, 

the Article 3 emphasizes the necessity to “service to socialism.” Lastly, the 

Article 9 has broadened the scope of the film industry organizations including 

“actors, directors and other persons in film,” and to abide by “professional 

ethics, self-discipline and positive social image.” Just like the constitution of 

the PRC, the three articles of the first chapter have placed the emphasis on 

the core socialist values.  

The second chapter titled Film Creation and Production mainly 

explains about the film censorship. The Article 13 explains how the synopsis 

should be sent to “competent departments for film under the State Council,” 

and the Article 14 emphasizes how the film organization working with 

foreign entity or foreign entity itself can operate “upon approval of the 

competent department of film under the State Council foreign films.” 61 

 
60 The English translation has been done from the Peking University. “Film Industry 
Promotion Law of the People's Republic of China,” Peking University, n.d., 
http://en.pkulaw.cn/display.aspx?cgid=77bfb11b7f763f73bdfb&lib=law 
61 Ibid 
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More importantly, the article 16, specifically outlined the list of the contents 

that are likely to be prohibited: 62 

1. violations of the basic principles of the Constitution, incitement of 
resistance to or undermining of implementation of the Constitution, 
laws, or administrative regulations; 
2. endangerment of the national unity, sovereignty or territorial 
integrity; leaking state secrets; endangering national security; 
harming national dignity, honor or interests; advocating terrorism or 
extremism; 
3. Belittling exceptional ethnic cultural traditions, incitement of 
ethnic hatred or ethnic discrimination, violations of ethnic customs, 
distortion of ethnic history or ethnic historical figures, injuring ethnic 
sentiments or undermining ethnic unity; 
4. Inciting the undermining of national religious policy, advocating 
cults or superstitions; 
5. endangerment of social morality, disturbing social order, 
undermining social stability; promoting pornography, gambling, drug 
use, violence, or terror; instigation of crimes or imparting criminal 
methods; 
6. Violations of the lawful rights and interests of minors or harming 
the physical and psychological health of minors; 
7. insults of defamation of others, or spreading others' private 
information and infringement of others' lawful rights and interests; 
8. other content prohibited by laws or administrative regulations. 
 
The Film Industry Law still does not satisfy the demands of the 

filmmakers, specifically in the area of the film censorship. Though the listing 

of what cannot be done from the article two to seven do contribute to the 

clarity, the article one and article eight grants the state a space to gaily 

announce the denial and approval of the films’ synopsis. This being so, the 

current legal framework of the film censorship is definitely deficient of 

legality, where the unjust practice can be denounced. The two legal 
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frameworks of the film censorship in China represents governmental effort to 

organize orderly atmosphere in terms of production, distribution and 

screening. Though these areas may have established structural stability to the 

industry, the description of film censorship still sounds ambiguous by 

providing government a leg to stand on its decisions in the future. 

Consequentially, accuracy of the film censorship is necessary to properly 

fight or comply with the Chinese film industry.  

 

2.3.2 Debate on Film Censorship in China.  
 

Albeit the closely intertwined nature of politics and cinema, the clash 

between the two performances encountered transnational and globalization of 

the film industry, making the national reputation unfavorable. Internally, 

many of the outstanding film professionals are moving out of country so that 

they can freely produce movies with the foreign currency. The emergence of 

independent/underground filmmakers had been actively producing movies 

that had emphasized the societal issues within the nation such as peasants, 

migrant workers, human rights consciousness and corruption of the 

government officials. These unexpected high reputation of Chinese cinemas 

and filmmakers gave adverse effect on China because it lost financial status 

and positive branding of national image. Externally, foreign film industry had 

been attempting to become whitelist of China’s film market by producing 

Chinese version of the movie or by intentionally placing contents that might 
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favor the CCP. This type of phenomena had been criticized for disrupting the 

overall flow of the films. Despite of China’s initial purpose of film censorship 

apparatus, the existence of the censorship had been ironically created 

disadvantages to the CCP. 63 

Though the academic papers on the standards of the film censorship 

in China is very limited, there are few that had been published. Xiao came up 

with the general patterns in the history of the film censorship in China. Firstly, 

the history has been shifted from “sporadic, localized and ineffective control” 

to “more systematic, centralized, and effective official control.” 64 Secondly, 

the role of the film censorship much more critical than other Western 

countries because it not only focuses on prohibition but also in projection and 

promotion of the political agenda. Thirdly, the Chinese film censorship uses 

“purposefully vague and ambiguous language” to obstruct the avenue for 

filmmakers to challenge the ruling. 65 Lastly, the film censorship in China 

functions as a nationalistic mechanism to protect domestic movies and to 

prevent defaming of national image. 66  

On the other hand, many authors highlight the twofold structure of 

the Chinese film censorship. For instance, Ahn provides the study on the 
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exclusivism of film censorship in China. 67 He argues Chinese film 

censorship presents two types of exclusivism: ideology to protect communist 

ideology and artistic expressiveness to preserve traditional custom. He 

identified three causes to this exclusivism: the preclusion of any other 

ideology as socialist China, the spread of ethnocentric nationalism in state 

and public, and the inability to actively embrace different as a conservative 

ethnicity. Additionally, Kang provides different film developmental pattern. 

68 In the case of United States and Western Europe, the market system is the 

decisive factor of the film development. Thereby, Kang comments that China 

has been following government-led film industry development model, which 

is a twofold of economic motivation and political aspiration. With the 

management from the top, the state provides supportive policy and censorship 

system while the market corresponds with the resistance, accommodation, 

and compromise.  

Pang exemplifies the representation of ghosts in the cinema to 

portray the Chinese film censorship. 69 The paper proposes that the degree 

of anxiety about supernatural has been varied over time, which made policies 

to oscillate “between repressing and allowing the representation of ghosts at 
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different times for a variety of political reasons and social effects.” 70 Since 

it is impossible to filter the supernatural imagination in popular culture, Pang 

suggests that ‘happy marriage’ between cultural control and political control 

is not the main issue and points out that the main issue lies on insecure state 

and wavering cultural policies.  

With these academic discussions, it is important for scholars to 

understand that China, as a socialist country, should be studied in a different 

perspective from the West. Therefore, the focus of study in film censorship 

should not lean toward oppressiveness but its changing policies. Carrying this 

perspective, the scholars should work how these alterations can be translated 

into Chinese political aspects. There has been constant report of the film 

industry policies, and this decision has been largely due to the China’s 

internal and external environment.  
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CHAPTER 3.  
The Direction of the China’s Film Industry 

 
 

Along with many other journalism, the CNBC has reported an 

astonishing and outstanding consequence of the current status of the Chinese 

film industry as a ‘new growth cycle’: 

Box Office revenues in China beat numbers out of North America in 
the first three months of this year, totaling 20.2 billion yuan (around 
$3.17 billion), according to numbers from Variety. Revenues 
collected in North American cinema … came in at $2.85 billion 
during the same time frame, Variety said, citing data from ComScore. 
71 

 
Though the film censorship has been considered hurdle for its growth, 

Chinese film industry has been constantly developing. Observing the overall 

trajectory of the film industry in China, the China’s film industry had gone 

through the paradoxical time of boom and doom. It overcame the stagnant 

period of the film industry in the past. Though total annual box office in 2010 

was just $1.51 billion, for the past five years, it had been averaging yearly 

growth of 35 percent. With the expansion of middle class and infrastructures, 

the number of screens installed in China in 2014 was 8,035 but within a year, 

China’s screens are counted as 31,627, which means 22 screens were erected 

every day. 72 Looking at how Chinese are visiting movie screens for 0.8 
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times a year (one fourth of the America’s rate), China’s film market is 

expected to have much more potential in terms of growth in the future.   

Under this condition of growing film industry, China has been more 

concerned with the role and impact of the cinema produced in and out of the 

country. In such a case, the state is less likely to unload the film censorship 

from the state’s core task. To illustrate China’s growing interest in the film 

industry, this particular chapter will present the trajectory of the China’s film 

industry in the past and present to illustrate not only the state’s changing 

perspective of the film industry in the past but also to the state’s tendency to 

utilize as a foreign policy in the present. 

 

3.1 China’s Film Industry in the Past: From Political Mechanism 
to Commercial Media 
 

Just like any other discourses in China, when one approaches film 

politics in China, it is necessary to understand how the idea of film is different 

from the Western approach. Thus, the historical approach of the evolution of 

Chinese film industry is very essential to understand how the Chinese film 

industry itself has disparate points. The premise of the CCP’s perspective on 

film industry can be witnessed through the Yan’an Forum on Literature and 

 
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/05/24/china-beats-us-box-office-in-q1-and-is-entering-new-
growth-cycle-hsbc.html 
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Art in May 1942 – part of Mao Zhedong’s rectification movement to 

strengthen Party’s discipline. 73 

In this forum, Mao had stressed the duty of the literature and art by 

asking for whom it is for and how it should be used. Regarding the first 

question, Mao had emphasized the writing and art are mainly intended for the 

masses not for – though it exists - the intellectuals or landlord classes: “Who, 

then, are the people? … first of all for the workers, the class which leads the 

revolution. Secondly, they are for the peasants, the most numerous and 

steadfast allies in the revolution. Thirdly, they are for the armed workers and 

peasants … Fourthly, they are for the working people and intelligentsia for 

the urban petty bourgeoisies who are also our allies sin the revolution and are 

capable of lasting co-operation with us.” 74 Regarding the latter question, 

Mao further comments on how the film in China is merely a propaganda tool 

to educate the masses that had been mentioned in above:  

We should start not from definitions, but from actual facts. We shall 
be following the wrong method if we … use them to determine the 
direction of the present artistic and literary movement or to judge 
current views and controversies. We are Marxists and have learned 
from Marxism that … we should start not from abstract definitions 
but from objective facts and, by analyzing these facts, determine our 
orientation, our policy and methods. 75 
 

 
73 Paul Clark, Chinese Cinema: Culture and Politics since 1949 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1991) : p. 27 
74 Mao, Tse Tung. Mao Tse Tung: Talks at the Yenan Forum on Art and Literature. 
Foreign Language Press Peking, 1960. p. 14 
75 Mao, Tse Tung. Mao Tse Tung: Talks at the Yenan Forum on Art and Literature. Foreign 
Language Press Peking, 1960. pp. 9-10 
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The two quotations imply how the Mao and state’s way of 

interpreting the film initially starts from the different position: a way to arrive 

the nation’s object. Thus, the word “industry” was not appropriate in this 

period because state had denied any existence of marketability or artistry in 

the films. Following this agenda, the central government increased the 

number of theaters and mobile projection in massive scale to allow more 

masses to consume the film to be educated with Party’s goals. Along with 

Film Bureau in the Ministry of Culture and Party’s propaganda, the National 

Film Management Company formed in Beijing in 1951, which acted as a 

central distribution agency. 76 Concerned about the stalemate of the growth, 

the nationalized studio system had provided capitals to small companies and 

kept the imported movies out of the domestic market; however, this state’s 

run-up had ended during the Cultural Revolution with complete shut-down 

of the film productions. 77Then, the subordinate nature of the film had started 

to transform with the interlocking period of the Cultural Revolution and Deng 

Xiaoping’s economic reform.  

Under the idea of the market, the Chinese state felt the need for 

radical change, and this was done in two stages: marketization and 

liberalization. From Deng’s open-door policy in 1978 to the WTO’s 

accession in 2001, the Chinese state had gone through structural and 

 
76 Ying Zhu, Chinese Cinema during the Era of Reform: the Ingenuity of the 
System(Westport, CT: Praeger, 2003), p.51 
77 Ibid, p.52 
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institutional reform so that domestic film industry can withhold the market 

and to compete with the foreign market. The marketization had been initiated 

by the “structural overhaul at the state level” that placed Film Bureau under 

the leadership of the Ministry of Radio, Film and Television (RFT; current 

SAPPRFT) in 1986. 78 Though this leadership was not performed at the 

provincial level, it was the starting point of acknowledging film apart from 

the cultural and propagandistic mechanism. Though the rise of the Tiananmen 

incident had backlashed the speed of the reform, Deng’s economic reform 

and Southern Tour in 1992 propelled the restructuring by “eliminating multi-

layered distribution process, dredging the previously clogged distribution 

channel, and encouraging competition not only among distributors and 

exhibitors but also among studios.” 79 In details, the ‘number 3 official paper 

(3 号文件)’s suggestions on the deepening of institutional reform in the 

Chinese Film Industries had announced the shift of film industry to the 

market-oriented one. Additionally, other promulgations were followed such 

as state-owned enterprises’ monopoly of film distribution, simplification of 

the production procedure and price liberalization of the movie tickets. 

Importantly, there was production reform by “allowing studios to negotiate 

directly with local distributors on profit-sharing and multiple distribution 

arrangements.” 80 

 
78 Ying Zhu and Seio Nakajima, “The Evolution of Chinese Film as an Industry,” in Art, 
Politics, and Commerce in Chinese Cinema (Hong Kong University Press, 2010) : p.26 
79 Ibid, p. 27 
80 Ibid. p. 27 
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Even after the marketization in production and distribution, the 

problem regarding lack of production capital was constant due to the 

structural overhaul; thus, the liberalization of the film industry had started to 

crumble. Firstly, the state has fostered relatively lenient environment for 

various actors to play in the film industry. This can be seen when the Ministry 

of RFT took an experimentation by relaxing the production licensing policy 

that extended “the right to produce feature films from the sixteen state-run 

studios to include thirteen provincial-level studios.” 81  Furthermore, 

investors even in outside the industry were able to cover 70 percent of the 

production cost; thus, the burden cost of the production and distribution 

companies had been alleviated. This changes indeed brought revitalization of 

the domestic film market; however, the closer look revealed how this success 

was only confined only into films produced under the private investment or 

imported films. In 1995, the Ministry of RFT held conference in Changsha to 

highlight the “cinema’s pedagogical function and social impact,” and 

demanded to yearly produce ten quality domestic pictures for the next five 

years. 82 

The second part of liberalization can be seen by accepting the 

imported movies. In 1994, the Ministry of Radio and Television has issued 

policy revision in 1994 that had approved importation of the ten movies. As 

the state had expected, these imported movies took place in building “going 
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to the movies” habit, and this ultimately led not only consumers to notice 

“domestic big pictures (大片)” but also the Chinese film industry to notice 

the importance of high-cost production. 83 With the China’s accession to 

WTO in 2001, the state expanded the number of imported movies from 10 to 

20 but this at the same time made Chinese’ state officials to realize the 

urgency to create a hedge for domestic cinemas from the imported ones. 

Several Chinee scholars had emphasized the creation of blockbuster movies 

under large-scale marketing strategy and financial support to counter the 

Hollywood. 84Starting with the movie Hero (英雄) in 2001, the blockbuster 

movies such as Cellphone (手机), House of Flying Daggers (十面埋伏) and 

A World without Thieves (天下无贼) had been followed. 

Though state’s scope of film censorship has been expanded from 

mere propagandistic tool, the state’s reconfiguration of the film industry does 

not mean that state has fully endorsed the film as a marketized and liberalized 

industry. Many scholars emphasize how this transition took place not because 

the state thought film as an artistic and entertaining one, but it was because 

state thought failure of the domestic film industry is inevitable without these 

reforms. From the very start, the definition of film had embedded a 

pedagogical bottom line, and undress of this nuance seems to be still the most 

challenging one. Despite these reforms in the film industry, China had been 
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still privileging propaganda function over the economic function in two 

socialist, distinguishable aspects: performance and profit. The central 

government had been controlling the performance in terms of productions, 

prices, capital investment and taxation, and on the other hand, different 

bureaucratic and departments had been controlling the profits of the film 

products. 

 

3.2 Film Industry in the Present: Towards the Foreign Policy 

As Kang has aforementioned, the market was the crucial element of 

the China’s film industry, and this outcome diverted state to think of film as 

the source to refine national image. 85There had been several attempts from 

Chinese scholars and political leadership to further extend the China’s soft 

power through China’s film industry. The first scholar to raise the concept 

was Joseph Nye who introduced the sources of soft power as culture, political 

values and foreign policy. 86 

Then, Li and Worm has integrated more sources such as 

developmental model, international institution and international image, and 

how these can be achieved through three channels of power wielding - formal 

diplomacy, economic diplomacy and public diplomacy. 87  The three 

 
85 Nae-Young Kang, “From Powerful Nation (電影大國) to Superpower (電影强國),” 
China and Sinology, 9 (2013) : pp. 93-123. 
86 Nye, Joseph S, Jr. 2004. Soft Power: The Means to Success in World Politics. New York: 
Public Affairs. pp. 1-32. 
87 Xin Li and Verner Worm, “Building China’s Soft Power for a Peaceful Rise,” Journal of 
Chinese Political Science16, no. 1 (2010): pp. 69-89 
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scholars - Lahtinen, Zhou and Luk - had emphasized the role of the Confucius 

Institute as a China’s source of soft power. 88 These previous academic 

discussions about China’s soft power emphasize how China had been using 

its cultural and political values as a diplomatic national strategy to positively 

consolidate the national image.  

Though there had been many skeptics discussing about whether 

China has its own uniqueness in the culture or not, it is important to realize 

whether it can be used as a mechanism or even a weapon to influence 

international society. The significance of the China’s film industry’s 

internationalization had been emphasized because China’s film industry was 

not recognized internationally even after the liberalization and marketization 

of the domestic film industry and the advancement of the film quality. The 

process had been accelerated after state became aware of the impact of film 

industry in the national soft power agenda. With the expansion of Chinese 

cinemas in terms of content and diversity, Chinese government had started to 

give direction into the soft power in the film industry. According to the 10th 

five-year plan and 11th five-year plan, there had been various formation of 

genres that triggered the export of the cultural contents; however, it had been 

not really effective in practice. However, the promulgation of 12th five-year 

 
88 Anja Lahtinen, "Chinas Soft Power: Challenges of Confucianism and Confucius 
Institutes," Journal of Comparative Asian Development 14, no. 2 (2015) ; Ying Zhou and 
Sabrina Luk, "Establishing Confucius Institutes: A Tool for Promoting China’s Soft 
Power?" Journal of Contemporary China 25, no. 100 (2016). 
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plan in 2011 had clearly showed China’s intention to strengthen the soft 

power through the internationalization of the film industry by providing: 

1. Structuring of modern concept of cultural market system 
2. Promotion of export-oriented cultural company to accelerate export 

of cultural contents. 
3. Acceptance of excellent foreign culture.  
4. Development of high value-added product cultural goods by 

promoting acceleration of industry structure 
5. Active attraction of financial investment 

 
After the announcement, private companies and government started 

to meet the demand of promulgation. From the company’s hand, many giant 

conglomerates have been taking part through active but aggressive 

investment and merger and acquisition. Starting from the Wanda’s action on 

buying AMC with 2.6 billion dollars investment, Wanda was able to be 

ranked as a 2nd largest theater company in the global level. This trajectory 

continued in other entertainment-related private entities In 2015, CMC 

created a joint venture with Warner Brothers, and Dianguang Media made 

$1.5 billion investment with Lionsgate. I89n 2016, Wanda had partnered up 

with Legendary Pictures and Motion Pictures Group while Alibaba went for 

co-production with Amblin Partners. 90 

 
89 Patrick Brzeski, “China's Huayi Brothers Looking to Expand Ties With STX 
Entertainment,” The Hollywood Reporter, March 26, 2017, 
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/chinas-huayi-brothers-looking-expand-ties-stx-
entertainment-988865 ; Denny Thomas, “Warner Bros, CMC in Joint Venture to Launch 
China Movies,” The Reuters, September 21, 2015, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-
warnerbrothers-chinaventure/warner-bros-cmc-in-joint-venture-to-launch-china-movies-
idUSKCN0RK14020150920 ; Patrick Brzeski, “AFM: China's Bona Invests $235 Million 
in Fox Film Slate,” The Hollywood Reporter, November 5, 2015, 
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/chinas-bona-invests-fox-slate-837327 
90 Patrick Frater, “China’s Wanda Acquires Legendary Entertainment for $3.5 Billion,” The 
Variety, January 11, 2016, https://variety.com/2016/biz/asia/wanda-deal-with-legendary-
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In addition, China’s film industry is not the only one interested in 

participating in the global film industry, but China’s IT industry is also 

participating. China’s IT industry such as Alibaba and Tencent had 

announced that they will officially get involved into the entertainment 

industry in 2014. In practice, Alibaba had actively participated in Hollywood 

through massive investment; thus, recently, the Mission Impossible 5 had 

shown Alibaba as co-production in the screen. However, this trend had been 

detoured by the state’s recent regulation on overseas acquisition by restricting 

“‘speculative’ deals in sectors such as overaseas property, … and film 

industries.” This regulation had, in fact, created setback in M&A strategies 

of Chinese companies overseas; for example, Wanda “had to abandon a US 

$1 billion takeover of Dick Clark Production.” 91  

 On the state’s hand, the Chinese state had been showing diplomatic 

will to communicate with the international society for the development of the 

China’s film industry. The accession of the WTO in 2001 had definitely 

showed its capacity to accept the foreign cultural contents by increasing the 

number of import movies from 10 through 20 to 34 including IMAX and 3D 

movies. After the WTO accession, China had been creating an institution to 

 
1201676878/ ; “Amblin Partners and Alibaba Pictures Announce Comprehensive Strategic 
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strategically manage the import and export of the films , which shows the 

strong volition to open the door for the film industry in and out. 92 

Furthermore, the treaty signed in the UNESCO Cultural Diversity of Cultural 

Expression (CDCE) in 2007 had also shown China to gain the legitimacy to 

enter the global cultural industry without a doubt. 93 This treaty had been 

shown China’s aim to work for the universal wisdom of cultural expression 

and convention by building up space for the cultural creation for both artists 

and consumers. 94  China had been taking real action by publishing a 

document listing how China had been cooperating within the nation to follow 

the universal goal in terms of freedom of culture through various change in 

cultural policy in 2013.  

Other than this, the China-USA treaty signed in February of 2012 

shows how China is trying to expand the market and accommodate the 

foreign contents by accepting to increase the profit proportion of the USA’s 

films screened in China from 18% to 25%. This treaty had also promised to 

overthrow Chinas’ state-owned film production companies’ monopolistic 

structure by expanding the significance of the private companies, which 

ultimately will bring in foreign money to flow into the China’s domestic film 

market. These various public policies superficially show how China had been 
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interdependent with other country’s culture and will also allow China to 

internationalize the domestic cultural industry. These attempts will allow 

China to accumulate rationales to pierce into international cultural industry 

regardless of the China’s limitation coming from the political ideology and 

ethical issues. 

Though the fundamental structure of the domestic film industry has 

not been settled, the state’s strong desire to gain benefit as a soft power has 

pushed the industry forward. Hence, these pushes may have provided the 

market to experience a room to run business. As Nye had illustrated, the soft 

power cannot be separable from hard power in some extent, which shows how 

the tremendous input of China money will inevitably allow China to have 

leverage in the global film industry. Though the contents of the Chinese film 

may not have attracted the consumers, the professionals working in the film 

industry were not able to exclude Chinese film market whenever they are 

producing new projects. Thus, though it is difficult to say whether Chinese 

film industry is the effective as a tool for soft power, it can trick other 

countries.  

This phenomenon can be interpreted in a sense that despite the 

uncertainty of effectiveness of the film as Chinese soft power, it is not 

negligible. The increasing consumerism in Chinese film industry and the cat-

eying behavior of the global film industry may be the implication that Chinese 

film industry’s position in the international arena is likely to face upward 
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direction. Furthermore, looking at how Hollywood - America’s most 

effective soft power - is no longer a leading culture in the International market 

shows more possibility and potentiality for China’s film market to get on the 

track in the future. Overall, the uptrend of Chinese film with the support of 

the state should be tied to the retackling of the film censorship issue.  
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CHAPTER 4. Case Studies 
 
 
4.1 Representation of Historical Events 

 
4.1.1 Cultural Revolution: To Live (活着, 1994); Coming Home (归来, 

2014); Under the Hawthorne Tree (山楂树之恋, 2010) 

   
<Figure 1>               <Figure 2>              <Figure 3> 

To Live (活着)         Coming Home (归来)    Under the Hawthorne Tree  
                                                      (山楂树之恋)  
  

The Cultural Revolution is one of the most significant events in the 

history of China since the founding of the PRC in 1949. As a pretext to 

preserve the Communist ideology, number of capitalists and bourgeoises 

were purged during the period, and youths participated as the Red Guards to 

destroy the relics and artifacts of the cultural and religious sites. Regarded as 

Mao’s greatest error, the Cultural Revolution is evaluated as the “most severe 

setback and the heaviest losses suffered by the Party, the state and the people 

since the founding of the People’s Republic” in the official document of Deng 
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Xiaoping’s Sixth Plenary Session of the Eleventh Central Committee of the 

Communist Party of China (CPC). 95 At the same time, it denotes how the 

purpose of Cultural Revolution was clearly under the motivation of state’s 

security and unity and adds how Mao Zhedong was and is very respected 

leader. In other words, Mao Zhedong is still the spiritual and beloved leader 

despite of the pitfall of the Cultural Revolution. This politically and 

historically sensitive event became the CCP’s main concern because the 

proliferation of Cultural Revolution discourse may lead to unexpected 

hindsight. Thus, it was important for the CCP to control this catastrophic 

event from spreading out in the TV series and the films. To understand how 

the Cultural Revolution was shaped in the films, it is necessary to examine 

the past films and how these films were viewed from the perspective of the 

CCP.  

Feng Xiaogang, a well-known movie director, had remarked that the 

Cultural Revolution should be freely utilized as a film material. 96 In fact, 

many Chinese movies had taken advantage by revealing the bleak reality of 

the Cultural Revolution, and these movies had gained popularity in the past, 

but it had been banned in the country. The movies - To Live and Farewell to 

my Concubine – had been banned because both perpetrated the Cultural 

 
95 Xiaoping Deng, “Resolution on Certain Questions in the History of Our Party since the 
Founding of the People’s Republic of China,” Resolution on CPC History, accessed 
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Revolution as the main resource of the movies, and at the same time, banned 

to be screened in the domestic theater. The movie Farewell to my Concubine 

has been premiered in Shanghai but it was soon removed from the theater 

because it has depicted “homosexuality and some of the turmoil in the 

Communist period” in the perspective of the Politburo. 97 When this movie 

had won the Palme d’Or in the Cannes Film Festival, the related professionals 

started to pay attention to the Chinese film censorship. The director Chen 

Kaige had said that the intention of this film was not “to pass political 

judgment on the Government.” 98 Though the representation of the Cultural 

Revolution is still strictly forbidden in the industry, this does not mean that 

there is absolutely no chance to use the Cultural Revolution as a resource.  

On the other hand, the recent movie Coming Home and Under the 

Hawthorn Tree had been approved from the ministry. Then, what would be 

the China Film Bureau (CFB)’s rationales behind the movies with Cultural 

Revolution as a thematic background? Why are some of the movies are 

approved while some of them are strictly banned?  Taking a look at the short 

summary of the movie To Live in 1994, the movie revolves around the family 

of former-landowner Fugui during the period from Chinese Civil War to the 

Cultural Revolution. Though it does not directly denote each of the events, 

the film itself portrays the contemporary history of the modern China 
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including Chinese Civil War, Land Reform, The Great Leap Forward and 

Cultural Revolution. Through this historical representation, the Fugui’s 

family is suffered from the split of the family and death of the son and 

daughter. This movie was banned for portraying policies and campaigns of 

the Communist government; additionally, the director Zhang Yimou was 

banned for filmmaking for two years. 99 On the contrary, the movie had 

gained international recognition for realistic depiction of the china’s history 

by winning the Grand Prix in the Cannes Film Festival.  

Unlike the movie To Live, the movie recent movies - Coming Home 

screened in 2014 and Under the Hawthorne Tree screened in 2010 - have 

been successfully despite its Cultural Revolution as a main background. The 

plot of the Coming Home is how family of three is separated because Lu 

Yanshi, the husband, is sent to Labor Camp for communism education. When 

Yanshi escapes from the labor camp to see the wife Wanyu and daughter 

Dandan, the daughter, who had been educated with communist ideology ever 

since, lays an information to the Party about her mother and father’s secret 

meeting plan. The movie further narrates how the Cultural Revolution had 

created family’s irreversible past, present and the future. The movie Under 

the Hawthorne Tree shares a love story of the youth couple named Jing Qiu 

and Sun Jian Xin. Jing Qiu is a teacher who had been sent to rural area under 

Chairman Mao’s order of sending teachers and students to the field for 
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education program during the Cultural Revolution. In that place, Jing Qiu 

meets Sun Jian Xin and fall in love with him. When Jing Qiu goes back to the 

city, Sun Jian Xin gets leukemia. At the end of the movie, Sun is buried under 

the Hawthorne Tree as his wish.  

Given the fact that all three movies are directed by the Zhang Yimou, 

what would be the main difference between the To Live and other two movies? 

The main difference can be clearly seen through the genre. To Live, as a 

family drama, focuses on how the entire family member went through 

destructive past; however, Coming Home and Under the Hawthorne Tree, as 

a romantic genre, focuses on how the love of the two had been disturbed by 

the Cultural Revolution.  

Furthermore, To Live uses the Cultural Revolution not only as a 

background but this background becomes the causality of the life of the 

Fugui’s family. To Live has been divided into four periodic phases with the 

clear text in the film: 40s, 50s, 60s and after. Though each had been titled 

with numerical period, in fact, it signifies Civil War, The Great Leap Forward 

and Cultural Revolution respectively. The separation of family, death of the 

son Yuqing, and the death of the daughter Fengsha all show how the 

aforementioned histories had led to the deaths of the people. This means that 

the overall Chinese histories under Mao Zhedong had impacted the lives of 

the innocent people.  
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On the other hand, the two other films – Under the Hawthorne Tree 

and Coming Home – use the Cultural Revolution merely as a background 

source. Though two movies do portray the heartbreaking reality of the 

couple/family from the outbreak of the Cultural Revolution, the degree of 

representation is less arousing. It is true that Coming Home portrays how the 

characters life had been impacted by the Culture Revolution. For example, 

the deterioration of Dandan’s life due to the fact that she is the daughter of 

the traitor, and Wanyu’s amnesia that breaks apart the reunion with Yanshi 

even after the Cultural Revolution. However, all of these unfortunate events 

are cinematic mechanisms to maximize the sentiments of the longing to pass 

onto the viewers.  

Recognizing these two main differences, what is the state’s 

perspective of the Cultural Revolution politically and socially? Despite many 

scholars say that Cultural Revolution in contemporary China is no longer 

sensitive as it was before, the censorship of related films proves the opposite. 

The recent screened films had been referencing the Cultural Revolution as a 

simple timely setting to maximize the struggle of the relevant characters. In 

fact, the number of movies referencing the Cultural Revolution is decreasing 

in terms of productions, and even the produced ones do not place significance 

of the Cultural Revolution as it was in the past. Looking at this, though the 

Chinese state might not deny the tragedy of the Cultural Revolution, it still 

does not necessarily mention about it by allowing it to be shown on the screen. 
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However, the different screening dates of the To Live and other two movies 

should be taken into account because it may bring in different points of view 

to the audience.  

4.1.2 Nanjing Massacre/Sino-Japanese War: May and August (五月八月, 

2002); The Flower of War (2011); The City of Life and Death (南京南

京, 2009) 

The Nanjing Massacre is also one of the histories that China had been 

very sensitive throughout the history. The various crimes – rape, massacre, 

and ravage – committed by Japanese Armies during the Sino-Japanese War 

often bring outrage to both state and the public. The Sino Japanese War was 

a military conflict between Empire of Japan and Republic of China from 1937 

to the end of the World War II. This longstanding war had brought 

incalculable damage to both countries, especially the area in Nanjing, the 

capital of the Republic of China. The discourse about the massacre had been 

widely discussed in regard to the number of the victims and the severity of 

the war crime. According to Askew, this dispute can be classified into three 

sections: the Illusion School calculate as 0 to 10,000, Middle of Load School 

calculate as 10,000 to 42,000, and Great Massacre School calculate as 

100,000 to 200,000. 100 Though the memory of war is not built with one 

unified memory, this type of historical event is often brought back as 
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‘commemoration,’ and it is usually developed as a collective memory as it is 

often discussed as a society or country. Thus, the collective memory of the 

Nanjing Massacre has been constantly revived by the state through the 

construction of Nanjing Massacre Memorial Hall in 1985. The three movies 

that will be compared in this sections are May and August, The Flower of War, 

and The City of Life and Death. The first one has been banned to be screened 

in Nanjing Memorial Hall while the latter two have been released to the public.  

   
<Figure 4>               <Figure 5 >              <Figure 6> 

May and August         The Flowers of War     The City of Life and Death  
(五月八月)                                        (南京南京) 

 
May and August is a 2002 film about the two sisters - May and 

August - who had lost their parent during the Sino-Japanese wartime in 

Nanjing. During the Sino-Japanese War, their father was killed and their 

mother was raped to death by the Japanese soldiers. Though they are sent to 

the uncle’s house, uncle’s death put them cruel fate. Thus, at the end, the two 

sisters and the boy go to the river along with other children who lost their 

parents to express the distress. According to the article, this movie was 
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banned to be screened in Nanjing Memorial Hall for the following reason: the 

movie has inaccurately evaluated the number of deaths of the Nanjing 

Massacre, which may influence Chinese to acknowledge flawed historical 

facts. 101 

The 2011 movie The Flower of War and the 2009 movie The City of 

Life and Death were both recently screened in the mainland China. With the 

background of Catholic church during the Nanjing Massacre, The Flower of 

War shows the interaction of different groups to show how this historical 

event had ruined but at the same time concerted these people. Though the 

conflict between prostitutes and nuns escalate at the beginning, when the 

prostitutes decide to practice hospitality - implication of sexual exploitation - 

to the Japanese soldiers instead of the young nuns, they seem to share sense 

of comradeship. Observing the situation, the loutish American mortician John 

(starring Christian Bale), as a person who is distanced and protected from the 

death, decides to sincerely help these 13 nuns to be out of Nanjing area. Thus, 

the 13 girls were able to escape but at the end of the movie, the main character 

Shu comments that they were never able to see these group of prostitutes 

again. The movie The City of Life portrays the battle of Nanjing in a black 

and white documentary technique to maximize the brutality of the war itself. 

Every characters developed in the movie end up dying or experience 

 
101 Y.S. Kwon, “Controversy on the Screening Status of the Movie Based on Nanjing 
Massacre ,” Yeonhap News, December 9, 2002, 
https://news.naver.com/main/read.nhn?mode=LSD&mid=sec&sid1=104&oid=001&aid=00
00286537 
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inhumane treatment from the Nanjing Holocaust except Xiao Douzi. Instead 

of unilateral criticization of the Japanese soldiers, the movie shares the life of 

both Japanese and Chinese during the war. The illustration from the 

perspective of Japanese Super Private Kadokawa Masao draws the picture of 

how Japanese people are also the victims of the war. At the end of the movie, 

Kadokawa’s suicide encompasses how the Japanese soldiers are also capable 

self-reflection 

The interesting thing to notice before comparing the movies are that 

the two successfully screened movies are actually way more provocative and 

crueler in terms of the visual representation. The two movies explicitly show 

the raping and massacre of the Japanese soldier despite the official document 

clearly says that the “contents of murder, violence, terror” should be omitted 

and revised. 102 Then, it is important to ask why the two movies were able to 

be screened even though relatively less violent and provocative film May and 

August were banned to be screened in the Nanjing Memorial Hall. 

Surrounding the issue of Nanjing Massacre, one of the most significant 

collective memory that people and country have gone through been the 

concealment and distortion of the historical facts. 103 In regard to the memory 

on the Nanjing Massacre, Japanese tend to gainsay about the war crime that 

is often amplified by the Chinese. According to the director of the Memorial 

 
102 “Film Industry Promotion Law of the People's Republic of China,” Peking University, 
n.d., http://en.pkulaw.cn/display.aspx?cgid=77bfb11b7f763f73bdfb&lib=law 
103 Jungmin Seo, “Politics of Memory in Korea and China: Remembering the Comfort 
Women and the Nanjing Massacre,” New Political Science 30, no. 3 (2008): pp. 369-392 
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Hall, Zhu ChengShan indicated his stance of banning the movie May and 

August despite its artistic excellency. He further explained that the description 

of dead during Nanjing Massacre as 300,000, women taken by force as 20,000 

and casualty during Japanese invasion as 31,000,000 can be misleading to the 

Japanese right wings. 104 

The May and August had been criticized abroad for demonizing the 

Japanese soldiers without taking consideration of their stance, which means 

that the movie’s portrayal of Japanese soldiers was explicit to the point of 

exaggeration. However, the fact that this movie had been banned in the 

Nanjing Memorial Hall, the place that is likely to put on the screen the most, 

again signifies the irregularity of the Chinese film censorship. Though the 

movie has passed the standard from the Chinese state, the SAPPRFT is not 

the only apparatus that controls the decision to be screened. Even after the 

film has been screened in mainland China, there is chance of getting pulled 

off in public exhibition. More importantly, the exclusion of the societal 

background of the movies at that time may limit the depth of the analysis. 

 

4.2 Representation of Societal Issues 

China has been criticized for bleak societal issues such as political 

corruption, environmental pollution, urbanism and lack of infrastructure and 

 
104 S. Kwon, “Controversy on the Screening Status of the Movie Based on Nanjing 
Massacre ,” Yeonhap News, December 9, 2002, 
https://news.naver.com/main/read.nhn?mode=LSD&mid=sec&sid1=104&oid=001&aid=00
00286537 
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welfare in the rural area. Though this nature may be the same situations in the 

other parts of the world, it receives more attention because of the polio-

economical nature of China. The top-down approach and experiments from 

the grassroot had been largely criticized as part of a critical blunder in China. 

Moving apart from quibbling over the right and wrong, these issues had been 

touched upon by the films recently. In fact, these films depicting societal 

issues had been receiving international recognition; thus, it raised awareness 

of the government officials to further take part in film’s representations. 

 

4.2.1 Zhao Liang: Petition (上访, 2009); Behemoth (悲兮魔兽, 2015); 

Together (在一起, 2011) 

   
<Figure 7>              <Figure 8>               <Figure 9> 

Petition (上访)         Behemoth (悲兮魔兽)        Together (在一起) 
 
Zhao Liang has been famous for directing documentary films that 

expose contemporary incident. He was born in Liaoning Province in 1971. 

Though he had started his field independently, his work has been facing 

sanctions since it contained government-sensitive subjects. Though his two 
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recent documentary films Petition and Behemoth had been banned to be 

screened in China, his latest film, Together had been agreed to be screened. 

To be exact, the movie Together was produced with the approval of the 

government from the very beginning, which means it is no surprise that the 

movie went on screen. To examine the blurry line of how the state wants to 

illustrate the societal issues on the film, this section will compare these three 

movies under same director as an example. 

The film Petition is a ten year-long documentary film, released in 

2009, with more than 500 hours of footage about people’s life in Petition 

Village that is located near Beijing South Station. It contains how these 

ordinary people go through everlasting process to submit petition on false 

charges or complaints. The petitioners in the shanties have spent year away 

from their home, and they hope the petitioning process will let the higher 

level of government to hear their complaints. The story focuses on the mother 

Qi and daughter Xiao Juan who fight against the death of the husband/father 

from the physical examination. Throughout the petition process, Qi had been 

entrained by the State Councils and had been wandered around several 

asylums. When Juan feel tired of her mother’s countless tries over 

unwinnable fight, she writes a letter to tell mother her decision on leaving. 

Aside from the main story line, the movie portrays petitioners getting killed 

while they were running away from the security officers. Though the story 

line is incohesive, the movie provides vignette of brutality and wrongdoing 
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by local officials. After it was screened at the Cannes Film Festival in May 

2009, the movie was immediately banned by the Chinese officials. After the 

film, the Chinese journalists who asked for an interview before the screening 

were all gone. Director Zhao Liang had to make a trip to Tibet to avoid 

authority’s surveillance. 105 

The film Behemoth is 2015 film about how the contemporary coal 

mining had influenced not only the environmental pollution but also the 

heartless mind of the labors. According to the Old Testament, the word 

Behemoth is a monstrous figure that lives in the mountain. By using the epic 

poem as a narrative background, the film portrays the ravages of the coal 

mining in Inner Mongolia. In the beginning, the man carries a large mirror on 

his back to lead the film into the Inner Mongolia to introduce the reality to 

audience. The blue sky turns into the black storm and dust. After the collapse 

of landscape, the long takes of soot-covered migrant workers are on the screen 

without any one-on-one interview. With the realistic portrait of the living 

spaces, the struggles against pneumoconiosis is shown through doctor’s 

suctioning of unidentified fluid. And at the very end, the man carrying the 

mirror comes back into play, and he walks toward the modern city full of 

infrastructures and resources. Though the film is plotless without proper 

voice-over, the source of imagination magnifies the problem of coal mines. 

Too little to be find, the only evidence of rational behind the censors is that 

 
105 Edward Wong, “Chinese Director’s Path From Rebel to Insider,” The New York Times, 
August 13, 2011, https://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/14/world/asia/14filmmaker.html 
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there was been early miscommunications about its contents. Zhao further 

claimed that “the film was disappeared from the Chinese Internet” after it was 

chosen to compete at the Venice International Film Festival, and “none of the 

100-odd Chinese reporters at the festival interviewed him.” 106  

On the contrary, the film Together is a 2011 documentary film that 

contains the genuine stories of HIV/AIDS patients by interviewing the extra 

hands of the movie Love for Life (最爱). This documentary was initially 

commissioned by the Ministry of Health to promote the awareness about 

these diseases and lessen the stigmatization of the said people. By asking 

casts from the movie Love for Life to share their stories, the documentary 

emphasize how this disease had molded their life and relationship to be 

wretched. Along with the interview of the HIV/AIDS positives, the movie 

stresses the point on improving the attitudes toward infecters by sharing the 

anecdotes of these people’s relatively despondent life. Though it was 

successfully screened in the theater, the movie has also gone through several 

cuts. It is unexpected to see this movie on screen since it is adaptation of the 

banned novel “Dream of Ding Village” by Yan Lianke. Besides, the state has 

been conservative over this discussion after the 1990 HIV-infected blood 

banks. The movie went through vigorous vetting from three state agencies: 

the Healthy Ministry, Central Propaganda Department and the SAPPRFT.  

 
106 J.R. Jones, “In Zhao Liang’s Ecological Documentary Behemoth, We’Re the 
Monster ,” Chicago Reader, March 9, 2017, https://www.chicagoreader.com/chicago/zhao-
liang-behemoth-china-coal-mining/Content?oid=25809244 
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Then, what would be the main difference of the sources of these three 

documentary films under same director? Though Together has touched upon 

sensitive issue, the movie avoids the mentioning of the longstanding issue on 

the government’s cover-up on HIV scandal. It rather focuses on the possible 

stereotypes that some people might have on the relativity of homosexuality 

and its contagion. After the release of Together, the director Zhao’s interview 

on the film revealed how the state requested to expurgate interview with a 

prostitute. During the interview after Behemoth, Zhao presents an exposition 

on state’s meaningful censorship by pointing out how horrible the film 

Together was to an extent he does not “want to do that again.” 107 On the 

other hand, the two movies - Petition and Behemoth – may lack close-knit 

storyline or meaningful significance but instead, they draw extreme 

intimidation to the audience. The fragmented scenes bring not only dramatic 

weight of the contemporary societal issues but also puzzling of the analogous 

subject. Touching upon two international issues of pollution from coal-

burning and political corruption, the long production time of the film adds the 

integrity of the movie. And, the unsorted cuts of Behemoth and Petition 

provide realistic description of the issues.  

 
107 Alex Suber, “Interview: Zhao Liang Talks Behemoth and Censorship,” Slant Magazine, 
March 16, 2016, https://www.slantmagazine.com/film/interview-zhao-liang-talks-
behemoth-and-censorship/ 
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4.2.2 Li Yang: Blind Shaft (盲井, 2003); Blind Mountain (盲山, 2007) 

  
<Figure 10>             <Figure 11> 

Blind Shaft (盲井)        Blind Mountain (盲山) 
 

The director Li Yang, widely known as the sixth generation artist, is 

a documentary filmmaker who points out the bleak nature of the 

contemporary China. After he came back to the country from the study abroad 

in Germany in 1987, he profoundly felt the rapid economic growth of China 

but no sign of progress in humanity. Considered fervently realistic, his films 

often throw the question of universal problem in humanity, social and 

existentialist nature.   

The 2003 documentary film Blind Shaft portrays the bleak narrative 

about the two coal miners – Song Jinming and Tang Zhaoyang – to show the 

money wins over the morality. The two coal miners have been scamming 

innocent one to participate in the mining industry and murder him to win the 

insurance. The story starts with how the two coal miners export money from 

the boss by making the murder scene of co-worker look like an accident. 

Though they start another plot with the naïve teenager Yuan Fengming as a 
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new victim, Song’s sense of remorse starts to create a conflict with Tang. 

Sensing Song’s hesitance, Tang whacks Song with the metal tool but story 

soon drives to the climax because Song become conscious soon. At the end 

of the documentary film, both Song and Tang are killed in mining area and 

Yuan receives the compensation money of 3000 yuan. The film Blind Shaft 

has not been on screen in China, and the Film Bureau has specifically pointed 

out how the film is an illegal production. During the interview in Hong Kong 

on 2003, Li has noted how the original novel Sacred Wood (神木) has won 

the Lao She Prize within China to emphasize how the film does not have 

political stigma attached to it.   

The 2007 documentary film Blind Mountain is about a college 

graudate who has been sold as a bride to a man she never met. The medical 

botanist asked Bai Xuemei to accompany to small village by braving that is 

it a well-paid job. After she forcefully becomes the wife of the Huang Degui, 

she realizes that many other women in the village had gone through the 

analogous circumstance. The constant collision from the Xuemei’s runaway 

and Degui family’s desire for the baby builds up the climax of the film. 

Giving a birth to unwatned child, Bai Xuemei does not give up on trying to 

get out of the village, and this attempt succeed in the helping hand of the local 

boy Li Qingshan in delivering a letter to Xuemei’s father. Unfortunately, the 

father’s fall up with the police has been a complete vain because the villagers 

obstinately stops Xuemei from leaving the village. Bai Xuemei, who 
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desperately wanted to leave the village even at the cost of leaving her own 

child, smashes his husband with the knife. Followed by, an ending leaves dark 

screen, asking the audiences for their own imagination of the realistic ending. 

The film has received wide range of receptions internationally; however, the 

film Bureau has requested several revisions before being screened.  

Though the poignant point of Blind Shaft maybe a moral one rather 

than a political one, the Song and Tang’s dialogue at the brothel does contain 

belittling tone of the CCP. The slight change of the lyrics of old revolutionary 

song Socialism is Good (社会主义好) provides inflection to the storyline. 108 

The change of lyrics shows the loophole coming from the capitalist network 

and exchange. For example, the trivial line of the characters - in China, there 

is a shortage of everything but not shortage of human beings- also shows the 

structural deficiency since the focus of the Chinese state has been the 

speeding of the industrial production in contemporary China. Though the 

Blind Shaft, as director has contended, might be innocent from political 

stigma, the prosecution of the society may bring the recognition of the CCP’s 

political flaw or borrow associated troubles from the perspective of the state.  

On the other hand, the main source of the Blind Mountain is the 

human trafficking, but this way of description may expose the officials’ 

 
108 Original lyric of the song is following: 社会主义好, 社会主义好! 社会主义国家人

民地位高, 反动派被打倒, 帝国主义夹着尾巴逃跑了. The translation is: Socialism is 
good, socialism is good! In Socialism, people are put in priority, reactionaries are 
overthrown, and Imperialism has escaped. The revised lyric in the Blind Shaft is following: 
反动派没打倒，资本主义夹着美金回来了. The translation is: The reactionaries are not 
overthrown, and the Capitalism is sneaking in. 
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corruption and peasants’ immature civic consciousness from the state’s 

indifference. In fact, China has been fighting rigorously to end the human 

trafficking. Though the movie coincides with the state’s effort to eradicate 

the human trafficking, the fact that film was severely edited is another 

representation of film Bureau going off the script. Thus, the comparison 

between two movies can be observed through the parts Blind Mountain has 

been edited. The Chinese version of Blind Mountain contains relatively 

“happy” ending picture when the police, who were initially forced to go back, 

comes back to the village to rescue Xuemei and other female villagers. The 

vastest difference is the very end where propagandistic subtitle comes out to 

highlight how the police has been promptly responding to human trafficking. 

Conclusively, the prohibition of the Blind Shaft and revision of the Blind 

Mountain raise the doubt on state’s everlasting muck-up between the two: 

central attention in economic development and life of the peasants.  

 

4.2.3 Jia Zhangke: Touch of a Sin (天注定, 2013); World (世界, 2004) 

The director Jia Zhangke is the most representative filmmaker in the 

Six Generation, which refers to the underground filmmakers who were 

oppressed under the heavy censorship after the Tiananmen demonstration in 

China. Studying in the Beijing Film academy, he started his obscure career 

with short films with low budgets since most of his films have attributed to 

politically and socially sensitive topics. Earning the international recognition 
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from the film Xiao Wu and Unknown Pleasures, Jia started to strengthen the 

basis within the mainland China. This section will touch upon the Jia’s two 

well-known films by comparing between the banned one Touch of a Sin and 

screened one World. 

   
<Figure 12>              <Figure 13> 

A Touch of a Sin (天注定)      The World (世界) 
 

The film Touch of Sin is omnibus film of four different characters - 

sharing point of contact. Gone through dramatization, the four characters’ 

four stories are based upon true stories. The motorcyclist Zhou San reflects 

the Hu Wenhai who killed 14 people in the name of justice in political 

corruption. The coal-mining employee Dahai reflects the famous fugitive 

killer, Zhou Kehua. The sauna receptionist Xiao Yu reflects the Deng Yujiao, 

a waitress who kills a man looking for sexual service as a self-defense in 

Hubei. The fled hostess Xiao Hui reflects the famous Foxconn suicides, 

known for the spates of suicides pressured under the inhuman employment 

practices. Easily surmised from the both English and Chinese title, the four 

characters commit a sin under the situation given from the heaven. At the end 
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of the movie, the director juxtaposes the face of the audience and opera Yu 

Tangchun. On the stage, the judge asks, “do you understand your sin?” as if 

the director wants to answer that the causation is the disturbed truth of 

corrupted and unscrupulous society. Though the film had gained international 

distribution, the distribution in mainland China was rejected and the officials 

further directed journalists not to write about the film without any official 

notice. This decision has been a surprise because the initial script has been 

relented if “killings be tone down and the body count lowered.” 109  

The film World, successfully released in 2004, uses the story of the 

two workers – Tao and Tao’s boyfriend Taisheng - at the Beijing World Park 

to portray the contradiction in the entertainment park full of enthralling 

features. By choosing entertainment park as the main stage, the movie 

presents the burlesque of the Chinese society through two characters’ 

dialogue exchange. The promotion of the female employee who has been 

dating with the aged head of the park and encounter with past colleague who 

became hostess all represent a Tao’s fact of life. The juxtaposition of 

Taisheng asking for a pardon after Tao finds out his affair and their death 

from the burned coal briquettes show the inevitable life of the youths. Then, 

the cold-hearted reality of the Chinese society is exposed through the overlaps 

of image of two characters lying on the frigid street captures and the two 

 
109 J.T. Quigley, “No China Release for A Touch of Sin, Director Banned from Award 
Ceremony,” The Diplomat, November 25, 2013, https://thediplomat.com/2013/11/no-
china-release-for-a-touch-of-sin-director-banned-from-award-ceremony/ 
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characters’ dialogue: Tao asks, “Taisheng, are we dead?” and Taisheng 

answers, “No, it’s only the start.”  

Despite the nomination for Palme d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival 

and award winning for Best Screenplay, the film Touch of Sin has been 

excluded. 110 Firstly, the decided difference between the two is level of 

violence. The overall ambience of the film World is still subtle while Touch 

of Sin is full of bloody scenes with gunfight and stabbing. Secondly, the film 

Touch of Sin bluntly ascribe the sin of the characters to the society and people 

in power, thereby gifting the state sense of discomfort and guilt. The film 

World brings the tragedy of the two from the trifles of regular interpersonal 

relationship. On the other hand, the film Touch of Sin draws back to back 

connectivity of how the money-oriented society should also be regarded as 

the cause to this harmful repercussion, making the audience to feel the issue 

to be more problematic.   

 

4.3 China’s Image: Censorship of Imported Movies 

As the position of the China is elevating in global film industry, the 

export of films to China became very significant. Despite countries’ interest 

to auspiciously enter into the market, the Film Bureau and the state-run 

distributor have been the main obstacles to other countries. For this reason, 

many foreign films have gone through editing process to satisfy the officials 

 
110 Ibid 
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and associated occupational group. Though the number of available imported 

movies to China is constantly increasing, the number is still very tight, 

making production companies not only to edit but also to insert scenes that 

might appease the officials. Many imported movies had been excluded in 

China for presenting the following features: superstition, homosexuality, 

violence, region, and national image. 111 Despite these variety of reasons, 

this section will particularly look at the denied movies for the reason of 

hurting the national image and compare them with the approved movies after 

the revision. 

   
<Figure 14>              <Figure 15>              <Figure 16> 

Rush Hour 3             World War Z            Christopher Robin 
 

The three banned movies will be touched upon briefly: Rush Hour 3 

in 2007, World War Z in 2013, Christopher Robin in 2018. The film Rush 

 
111 The followings were exempted from being screened despite the file submission to the 
Film Bureau: The Da Vinci Code (2006), Pirates of Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest (2006), 
Rush Hour 3 (2007), The Dark Knight (2008), Captain Phillps (2013), Top Gun 3D (2013), 
World War Z (2013), Noah (2014), Crimson Peak (2015), Mad Max: Fury Road (2015), Ten 
Years (2016), Trivisa (2016), Suicide Squad (2016), Deadpool (2016), Call Me by Your 
Name (2017), Christopher Robin (2018), Berlin, I Love You (2019).  
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Hour 3 is a dynamic journey of Chief Inspector Yan Naing Lee and Detective 

James Carter to investigate and hunt down the Triads. According to the 

SAPPRFT, the film was excluded from the theatrical release because of 

commercial reasons. Xiao Ping, the vice president of the China Film Group’s 

import and export arm, said that the movie “will not be popular in China.” 112 

Be that as it may, the two previous series of Rush Hour and Rush Hour 2 have 

been approved in mainland China put the state’s argument to be less logical. 

In fact, in the opening scene at the World Criminal Court, the announcement 

indicates how the Chinese triads are criminal syndicate that “built a $50 

billion empire of extortion, drugs, sex and slavery” that will “swallow[s] us 

whole” (lines from the Rush Hour 3). The rest of the cinematography focuses 

on United States’ police force fighting to hunt down this criminal 

organization, and this might have influenced the Chinese Film Bureau that it 

will undermine the country’s image.  

The film World War Z released in 2013 is about an adventure of 

former United Nations employee Gerry Lane and his family to race against 

the world of zombie pandemic and to look for vaccination. Unlike Rush Hour 

3, the movie World War Z has a storyline of superstition and ghostly figures; 

however it is important to notice why the movie has been rejected to be 

screened in China. Despite Paramount’s decision to take out the scene that 

 
112 Clifford Coonan, “Chinese Censors Rush to Ban 'Rush Hour 3',” The Irish Times, 
August 20, 2007, https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/chinese-censors-rush-to-ban-rush-
hour-3-1.956634 
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indicates the origin of the pandemic might be China, the executive said the 

film “definitely got rejected the first time” without knowing the specific 

reason of the rejection. 113 More so, one educated guess might be the main 

actor of this movie, Brad Pitt. Brad Pitt has been casted in the film Seven 

Years in Tibet with the very sensitive topic of Dalai Lama, and this venture 

led Brad Pitt to be supposedly banned from entering to China. The state’s 

disfavor over Brad Pitt might have played in the rejection of the film World 

War Z.  

The film Christopher Robin, released in 2018, is about Christopher 

Robin who traverses with his childhood friend Pooh to find their other friends. 

The rejection of this fantasy drama has been a shock to the public. The story 

behind this decision goes back to 2017 where the Chinese bloggers started to 

refer Pooh and Tiger as Xi Jin Ping and Barack Obama. This comparison has 

been considered as “foes of the ruling Communist Party,” and state decided 

to block the image on WeChat and Internet. 114The crackdown image of the 

Pooh, then, further bounced off to the rejection of the film Christopher Robin.  

 
113 Lucas Shaw and Sharon Waxman, “Insider: China Censors Rejected Brad Pitt’s ‘World 
War Z’ (Exclusive),” The Insider, June 3, 2013, https://www.thewrap.com/brad-pitt-world-
war-z-china-rejecting-zombie-apocalypse-95051/ In fact, the original novel of this movie 
clearly indicated that the patient zero of this epidemic is a young Chinese boy, probably 
infected from the PRC’s biological warfare experiments.  
114 Tatiana Siegel, “Disney’s 'Christopher Robin' Won't Get China Release Amid Pooh 
Crackdown (Exclusive),” The Hollywood Reporter, August 3, 2018, 
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/heat-vision/christopher-robin-refused-china-release-
winnie-pooh-crackdown-1131907 
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<Figure 17>              <Figure 18>              <Figure 19> 

Mission Impossible 3          Men in Black                 007 Skyfall 
 

Unlike these three films, other imported films – Mission Impossible 

3 in 2006, Men in Black in 2012, and Skyfall in 2012 - had been successfully 

shown in China after several deliberations with the state’s film apparatus. 

After the submission for the review of the film Mission Impossible 3, the 

SAPPRFT has suggested few editing before distribution because shots in 

Shanghai and village of Xitang as “storage of terrorists’ chemical weapons” 

are “inappropriate.” 115 The censorship board has suggested avoidance of 

uncivilized representation of Shanghai such as drying clothes at balcony. In 

the end of the protracted review process, the film has gone through cut of six 

minutes of footage. One scene includes Ethan Hunt’s killing of two Chinese 

henchmen and the other one includes Chinese men playing mahjong while 

his wife has been kidnapped right next door. On the contrary, the film 

 
115 “China May Not Release Mission Impossible 3: Report,” China Daily, May 16, 2006, 
https://bbs.chinadaily.com.cn/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=515641&highlight= 
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includes the scene where Ethan Hunt stands on the top of the building of Bank 

of China and captures the panorama of the Shanghai metropolitan city view.  

  Men in Black 3 is about Agent K’s time-traveling to bring back the 

life of his partner Agent J who has been murdered by Boglodite. The film is 

full of cinematography of time-traveling and the Neuralyzer, the famous 

device that wipe out the mind of people who see the flash. Offended by the 

part of the film setting in the China Town in New York, the state insisted on 

partial revision, making movie to go through thirteen minutes of chopping. It 

includes three features in the extraterrestrial fight in Chinese restaurant. The 

first feature is the disguise of aliens as a Chinese waitress, the second feature 

is the attack of this Chinese waitress toward Agent J with the freely-stretching 

elastic tongue, and the last feature is the Agent J’s use of Neuralyzer against 

group of Chinese bystanders. The highlighter should be crossed in the last 

features because it “could have been a hint on the use of internet censorship 

to maintain social stability.” 116  

Lastly, the 007 series Skyfall is about an adventure of James Bond 

who tries to locate the hard driver with the names of every undercover NATO 

agent. The film Bureau has asked to take out the part where Patrice, the villain, 

shoots the Chinese security guard in Shanghai. The people from related 

industry commented that this particular part would have offended the Chinese 

 
116 Malcom Moore, “Chinese Villains Censored from Men in Black 3,” The Telegraph , 
May 30, 2012, https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/china/9300092/Chinese-
villains-censored-from-Men-in-Black-3.html) 
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state for portraying Chinese as incapable of defending from the “foreign 

perpetrator’s” attack. 117 Additionally, either the subtitle has obscured the 

reference to the prostitution or taken out the reference to the China as the 

origin of the torture. Raoul Silva’s dialogue of Chinese government torturing 

him has been removed, and the Bond’s dialogue with Severine on prostitution 

tattoo has been changed to the word “gang.”  

Taking into account of the banned and edited imported films, the 

Chinese state wants unified voice or image of China to other parts of the 

world. To avoid hollow desire to protect the national image through the 

inspection of the imported films, the Chinese states seem to follow three 

staples. Firstly, Chinese national character, even the bystanders or trivial role, 

cannot be represented as baddies or killed by the major characters. Secondly, 

the China territory itself cannot be the backdrop of the baddies or 

representation of the primitivity. Lastly, the film itself cannot, in any way, 

contain pervertibility of the Communist Party of China. According to the 

article 16 in second chapter of the Film Industry Law, it suggests that the film 

should not accommodate “endangerment of the national unity … endangering 

national security; harming national dignity, honor or interests.” 118The three 

staples may be interpreted under this categorization; thus, it reaffirms state’s 

 
117 Frank Langfitt, “How China's Censors Influence Hollywood,” The KUNR, May 18, 
2015, https://www.kunr.org/post/how-chinas-government-and-audiences-influence-
hollywood#stream/0 
118 “Film Industry Promotion Law of the People's Republic of China,” Peking University, 
n.d. 
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desire for unified image of China to shirk possible assessment from the public 

both in and out of the country.    
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CHAPTER 5. Conclusion 
 
 

At the 2019 Berlin International Film Festival, Zhang Yimou’s One 

Second has been pulled from the premiere lineup for technical reasons, with 

the reports suggesting that the plot sets during the Cultural Revolution. 

Regarding this decision, the director Jia Zhangke bemoaned the situation and 

raised the necessity for the transparency in film censorship: 

It’s really hard to known exactly what can be made, what you can 
make, and what you can’t make. The ambiguity is such that 
sometimes your films can get banned and you don’t know why. The 
standards are constantly shifting and changing. 119 
 
Observing the films in China after the 21st century, the conclusion to 

this paper is unfortunately bleak where the guidelines of the film censorship 

in China simply a letter without any power of enforcement. The films that 

touch upon state’s temper have been towed without any formal statement, 

leaving filmmakers and investors to remain disconcerted. Through analysis 

of censored films, it became very clear that the film in modern China is still 

the product descended from the Mao Zhedong’s Yan’an speech in 1942. 

Though the licensing of the production and distribution has been softened, 

the seal of approval to garner the flavor of the commercialism and 

entertainment is still strictly determined by the state apparatus. Nevertheless, 

there are limits in sample selection of the films and the consideration of the 

 
119 Eric Kohn, “ Jia Zhangke Addresses Chinese Censorship Reports at Berlin Film Festival 
— Exclusive,” The Indie Wire, February 15, 2019, 
https://www.indiewire.com/2019/02/china-censorship-berlin-jia-zhangke-1202044541/ 
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political and historical aspects. But still, the observation of the contextual 

analysis on the banned films still do present meaningful perspectives on the 

film censorship.  

The guidelines of the film censorship still remain ambiguous and 

enigmatic to the associated people; however, apart from the written law, the 

analysis of the case studies in chapter four does prompt some useful 

commonalities in state’s decision to deny the initial synopsis of the film. Yet, 

these commonalities also do diverge into presenting irregularities. 

 

No Censored Material Censored Films Irregularity/Unexpected 
Consequence  

1 Historically sensitive 
material as a main 
source of the film 

To Live (话着) 
May and August  
(五月八月) 

Possibly exaggerated or 
nationalistic material 
has been screened 
despite its violent and 
explicit cinematography  

2 Socially sensitive 
material especially 
one that is 
international 
criticized 

Petition (上访) 
Behemoth 
(悲兮魔兽) 
Blind Shaft 
(盲井) 
A Touch of Sin 
(天注定) 

Material with state’s 
approval or material 
that can support state’s 
agenda has been 
screened 

3 Anything considered 
belittling of China’s 
image, including 
people, territory or 
political/cultural 
representation 

Rush Hour 3 
World War Z 
Christopher 
Robin 

International 
filmmakers act 
according to the China’s 
situation 

<Table 1: Commonalities of Film Censorship Regulation> 
 
 

Firstly, the historically sensitive material should not be the main 

source of the movie. Though this can set the timeline of the movie, it should 
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not be the main component of the tragedy. If it were to draw tragedy, the 

storyline of the film should direct the support of national policy. This can be 

seen through how the two patriarchic movies - The Flower of War and The 

City of Life and Death - were successfully screened despite its brutality and 

violence. Secondly, socially sensitive material should blandly present the 

issue that follows the national policy. The two films – Together and Blind 

Mountain– had been the issues that government was interested at the time of 

the production. The issues that government have not yet touched upon should 

be avoided to increase the chance of getting passed. Lastly, the imported films 

should avoid the representation of Chinese villains or exterminations, China 

country, and the CCP to be anywhere close to negative or primitive. At close 

of play, any element that may possibly create fixed stereotype is at risk of 

being judged by the Chinese Film Bureau. Since these three points are not 

omniscient and omnipotent, the Chinese filmmaker made an action as a virtue 

of necessity. The irregularities of these denominators ultimately led 

filmmakers to be obliged on practicing self-regulation to prevent themselves 

from being barricaded.  

These three commonalities, though quite prevailing and inferable, 

still should be kept in mind of anyone who is interested in Chinese politics 

and society. Through the Black and Poe’s historical and textual analysis, the 

censored Chinese films do demonstrate meaningful implication of China’s 

status. The obscurity of the film censorship grants perceptiveness to see other 
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parts of the China. Restructuring the film censorship responsible under the 

Communist Party’s Propaganda Department, the current administration has 

gone through the centralization of the Film Bureau. This indicates that the 

state’s check upon the film’s synopsis will be directly under the influence of 

the CCP; thereby, the films will be continuously generated as a tool to ensure 

the national agenda. Though scholars may see this process critically, the 

stricter investigation on the film censorship will micromanage on what state 

wants. The confusion of censorship regulation will be an excuse that will 

extenuate state’s possible decision in the future. Domestically, the state has 

been getting hold of sensitive topics in relation to peripheral variables. 

Internationally, the state will strengthen its ability to manage soft power, 

though the affect is doubtful, because the film censor has been the 

circumlocution for state to supervise how films picture China. 

However, China, in the economical position of G2, should 

considerate that the determinate constituent of becoming advanced countries 

depends on the people’s will to live in that country or not. It is apparent that 

the recognition of Chinese films is on the negative slope compared to the past 

where well-known filmmakers had received many international awards. 

Additionally, the massive investment of the co-produced Chinese-

atmosphere movies with United States are accomplishing no success. If China 

genuinely wants to play paramount role as a leading country in the 

international order, making the country that other people wants to join maybe 
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the rush assignment. Though it may bring a concern in a short-term 

achievement, a transparent, trustful and well-organized film censorship 

regulation will not be the greatest obstacle to China’s system. Just like China 

did for the opening of economy in 1978, the gradual and planned release of 

the current film censorship will be a progress to the country in the end. 
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Filmography 
 
 
Title Year Director Approve/Ban/Edited 

To Live  (活着) 1994 Zhang Yimou Ban  

Coming Home (归来) 2014 Zhang Yimou Approve 

May and August 
(五月八月) 

2002 Raymond To Ban 

The Flower of War 
(金陵十三钗) 

2011 Zhang YImou Approve 

The City of Life and 
Death  
(南京南京) 

2009 Lu Chuan Approve 

Petition (上访) 2009 Zhao Liang Ban 

Behemoth (悲喜魔

兽) 
2015 Ban 

Together (在一起) 2011 Approve 

Blind Shaft (盲井) 2003 Li Yang Ban 

Blind Mountain 
(盲山) 

2007 Approve 

Touch of a Sin 
(天注定) 

2013 Jia Zhangke Ban 

World (世界) 2004 Approve 

Rush Hour 3 2007 Brett Ratner Ban 

World War Z 2013 Marc Forster Ban 

Christopher Robin 2018 Marc Forster Ban 

Mission Impossible 3 2006 J.J. Abrams Edited 

Men in Black 3 2012 Barry 
Sonnenfeld 

Edited  

Skyfall 2013 Sam Mendes Edited 
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초    록 
 
 
 

완전한 선전도구로 사용했던 과거와 달리, 현재의 중국의 

영화산업은 1978년 개혁개방을 시발점으로 산업이 가지고 있는 

상업성과 시장성을 받아들이기 시작했다. 이러한 선택은 중국 

공산당에게 두가지 역설적인 과제를 가져다 주었다. 하나는 안전하게 

자신들의 공산당 이념을 지키는 것이고, 다른 하나는 영화산업을 

성장시키는 것이었다. 영화산업의 성장을 억제하는 요소로 꼽히는 

중국의 검열 제도는 중국 독재성의 잔해로 비판 받고 있기도 하다. 본 

논문은 21세기 영화들 중 유사한 주제에 대해 다루고 있음에도 

불구하고 상영되지 않은 영화와 상영이 된 영화 두개를 골라 비교하여 

중국 영화 검열 제도의 모호성과 객관성에 대해 이야기 하고자 한다. 

결과적으로 중국의 영화 검열 제도는 절망적이며, 법적 권한이 없는 

종이조가리에 지나치지 않는다. 영화를 제작, 배급하기 위한 라이센스 

제도는 유연해 졌으나, 결과적으로 상영 되기 위해서는 중국 공산당의 

중앙 위원회 선전부의 허락이 필요함으로써, 여전히 자유는 없다고 

보여진다. 하지만, 중국이 영화 내용에 배제하는 세가지 공통점은 있다. 

첫째는 역사적으로 예민한 주제를 주된 소재로 삼지 않는 것, 두번째는 

세계에서 주목받고 있는 사회적으로 예민한 주제를 소재로 삼지 않는 

것, 마지막으로 중국의 이미지 – 사람, 영토, 정치, 문화 - 에 흠이 될 

만한 묘사를 넣지 않는 것이다. 비록 이러한 공통점이 존재는 하지만, 
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중국의 영화 검열 제도 여전히 수수께끼같은 난제로 남아있다. 이러한 

중국 영화 검열 제도의 모호성은, 공산당의 변명을 정당화 시킬 수 있는 

도구이다. 국내안에서는 예민한 주제들을 자시들의 손안에 가둘 수 

있으며, 국제적으로는 우회적으로 중국의 이미지를 조정할 수 있다. 

그러나, 중국이 진정으로 경제 강대국에서 벗어나 선진국이 되고 싶은 

거라면, 투명하고 신뢰할 수 있을 만한 행정적 제도를 구축하여야 할 

것이다.  
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